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Abstract 

NK cells are important part of immune system, recognizing and eliminating tumor cells and 

cells infected by viruses. For the target cell recognition, binding of ligands by activating 

receptors plays a crucial role. Activating receptor NKp30, protein of family of natural 

cytotoxicity receptors, is able to bind multiple ligands either present on tumor cell surface or 

being part of some viruses. B7-H6 is one of the ligands of NKp30 and its specific constitutive 

expression on some tumor cells and cell lines makes it an interesting biological target. 

Although the NKp30/B7-H6 complex structure has been solved, structural basis of some 

important features of their binding is not explained yet. Soluble form of NKp30 receptor 

binding domain creates oligomers, presence of which is dependent on C-terminus length of 

its domain and its N-glycosylation; however, structural insight into formation of the 

oligomers and their significance is not known. Furthermore, binding affinity of NKp30 to its 

ligands is dependent on presence of its glycosylation and glycosylation type. 

We have already found out that NKp30 oligomerization is dependent on its glycosylation. In 

my work, I attempted to gain detailed functional and structural information about 

oligomerization of NKp30 and its binding to B7-H6 by multimethodical approach including 

X-ray crystallography. 

Answering the questions described above would not only contribute to basic research of 

activating receptors of NK cells but possibly may have an impact on further research of 

cancer diagnostics and therapy. 

KEY WORDS: NK cell, glycosylation, oligomerization, NKp30, B7-H6 
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Abstrakt 

NK buňky jsou důležitou součástí imunitního systému. Jsou schopné rozeznat a zničit 

nádorové buňky a buňky infikované virem. Pro rozpoznání jejich cílových buněk hrají 

důležitou roli jejich aktivační receptory. Aktivační receptor NKp30, protein z rodiny přirozeně  

cytotoxických receptorů, váže několik ligandů přítomných na povrchu nádorových buněk 

anebo tvořících části některých virů. B7-H6 je jedním z ligandů NKp30 a díky jeho specifické 

konstitutivní expresi na povrchu některých nádorů a nádorových buněk je zajímavým 

biologickým cílem. 

Ačkoli již byla struktura komplexu NKp30/B7-H6 vyřešena, strukturní podstata některých 

důležitých vlastností vazby komplexu zatím nebyla vysvětlena. NKp30 tvoří oligomery, jejichž 

přítomnost je ovlivněna délkou C-konce NKp30 a jeho N-glykosylací, avšak strukturní 

podstata a ani význam těchto oligomerů nejsou známy. Navíc je vazebná afinita NKp30 k 

jeho ligandům ovlivněna přítomností jeho glykosylace a také jejím typem. 

V naší laboratoři jsme již dříve zjistili, že oligomerizace NKp30 je závislá na jeho glykosylaci. V 

mé práci jsem se pokusil získat detailnější funkční a strukturní informace o oligomerizaci 

NKp30 a vazbě B7-H6 multimetodickým přístupem včetně rentgenové krystalografie. 

Zodpovězení vznesených otázek by nejen přispělo k základnímu výzkumu aktivačních 

receptorů NK buněk, ale také by mohlo mít dopad na další výzkum v oblasti diagnostiky a 

léčby rakoviny. 

KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA: NK buňka, glykosylace, oligomerace, NKp30, B7-H6 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Natural killer cells 

Natural killer cells (NK cells) are a subset of lymphocytes discovered in 1975 as cells capable 

of spontaneous cytotoxic activity with no need of previous sensitization, the process termed 

natural cytotoxicity [1] . Therefore, they are considered to be part of innate immune system 

which plays an important role in early immune defense [1, 2]. In spite of that, some 

important features as priming, education and memory which are rather characteristic for 

immune cells of adaptive immunity, have been observed in NK cells recently [2, 3, 4]. As 

NK cells are able to recognize and kill virus infected and tumor cells, thei r basic and applied 

research provides us with important data for development of therapeutics  [1, 5]. 

1.1.1. Development of NK cells 

As for all immune cells, development of NK cells occurs in bone marrow in multiple stages  [1, 

2]. First, hematopoietic stem cell may develop into myeloid or lymphoid progenitor cell  [2]. 

From lymphoid progenitor cell, T and B lymphocytes ' progenitor may be developed on one 

hand and precursor NK cell on the other hand. Subsequently, based on cytokine regulation, 

precursor NK cell develops into immature NK cell which afterwards matures into mature 

NK cell. Each step of development occurs in bone marrow with an exception of maturation 

which in restricted form can also occur in spleen, lymph nodes and peripheral blood. 

Alternatively, early stage thymocytes (precursor cells of T lymphocytes) can differentiate into 

NK cells [2]. 

Expression level of surface proteins is specific for each developmental step [2]. Early 

developmental stages can be distinguished by expression of CD133, CD34, CD33, CD117 and 

CD244 receptors. Expression of CD56 receptor and subsequently CD94/NKG2A 

heterodimeric receptor is characteristic for prematuration stage. Mature NK cells are 

characterized by lowered CD94/NKG2A expression. For proper development, presence of 

specific interleukins, cytokines and contact with stromal cells is crucial [2]. 

Eventually, two major subsets of NK cells can be distinguished: NK CD56low subset (around 

90%) with decreased CD56 but increased CD16 and Ig-like receptors expression level is more 
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abundant in peripheral blood whereas NK CD56high subset (around 10%) is predominant in 

secondary lymphoid tissues, expresses high levels of CD56 but little or no CD16 and 

produces pro-inflammatory cytokine interferon gamma (IFNγ) and tumor necrosis factor 

alpha (TNFα) after stimulation by macrophages [2]. 

1.1.2. Receptors of NK cells 

Mature NK cells possess the ability to recognize tumor cells and cells infected by some 

viruses [1, 2, 6]. For their recognition they use palette of inhibitory and activating receptors. 

Inhibitory receptors bind to human leukocyte antigen (HLA) molecules and this binding 

triggers inhibition of NK cells activation. Activating receptors bind to specific molecules 

expressed on target cells and this binding induces activation of NK cells. Whether the NK cell 

is or is not activated is decided by outcome of a slight balance of inhibitory and activating 

signals [1, 2, 7]. Both inhibitory and activating receptors are classified in two structural 

groups: C-type lectin-like receptors and immunoglobulin-like receptors [1, 6]. 

1.1.2.1.  C-type lectin-like receptors 

Ly49 is family of C-type lectin-like receptors which are mainly inhibitory [1, 6]. These 

receptors are expressed in mice but not in primates and humans. Ly49 receptors bind major 

histocompatibility complex class I (MHC-I) proteins with bound peptide and their affinity is 

variable. MHC-I are proteins which present peptides from proteins present within cells and 

their downregulation is often linked to virus infection or malign transformation [6]. 

Interestingly, these receptors bind their ligands not only in trans (receptor and ligand are not 

on the same cell) but also in cis (receptor and ligand are on the same cell), which 

subsequently leads to different outcomes [8]. It has been suggested that cis binding is 

significant for regulation of education of NK cells [8]. 

CD94-NKG2A/C/E are heterodimeric C-type lectin-like receptors which bind non-classical 

MHC-I [6]. In humans and primates, this is HLA-E molecule which itself binds peptides 

derived from classical MHC-I. For NK cells, this is an indirect way to monitor level of MHC-I 

expression level on target cell surface. However, among these receptors both inhibitory and 

activating are abundant. Importance of this phenomenon is not explained yet [6]. 
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NKG2D, another C-type lectin-like activating receptor, forms homodimer and binds several 

MHC class I chain-related (MIC) molecules and UL16-binding proteins (ULBP) [6]. Expression 

of these ligands is induced as a response to DNA damage and cellular stress in malignant 

cells and presence of virus in a cell can lead to posttranscriptional upregulation of ligand 

expression. Importance of NKG2D for NK cell activation is illustrated by several ways of 

immune evasion strategies concerning this receptor. One of them is produc tion of soluble 

ligands of NKG2D by target cells which serve as decoy ligands for NK cells. Additionally, 

transforming growth factor-β1 produced by tumor cells causes downregulation of NKG2D 

expression on NK cells [6]. 

Killer cell lectin-like receptor G1 (KLRG1) inhibits NK cell function after binding of classical 

cadherins (important cell-adhesion molecules) which are expressed on healthy cells  [6]. In 

agreement, decrease of E-cadherin expression found in malignant epithelial tumors helps 

tumors to metastasize, but also makes tumor cells more vulnerable to NK cell killing [6]. 

1.1.2.2.  Immunoglobulin-like receptors 

Absence of Ly49 family of receptors in primates and humans is compensated by presence of 

killer immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIR) [1, 6]. KIRs are composed of two or three 

immunoglobulin-like (Ig-like) domains, single transmembrane domain and long or short 

cytoplasmic domain. There are inhibitory and activating KIRs which vary in signaling routes 

they use. Similarly to Ly49, KIRs bind HLA-A, -B and -C proteins with bound peptide [6]. 

Another group of inhibitory receptors called leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptors (LIRs) 

is thought to be less dominant compared to other receptors as they bind MHC-I molecules 

with lower affinity [1, 6]. After ligand binding they inhibit NK cells activation. On the other 

hand, one of LIRs has been shown to bind cytomegalovirus protein UL18 with much greater 

affinity, leading to increase of NK cell activity [6]. 

2B4, also an Ig-like receptor, binds CD48, a molecule expressed on surface of all 

hematopoietic cells [6]. Different outcome after 2B4 binding has been observed. As 

activation or inhibition signals are mediated by recruited adaptor proteins, it has been 

proposed that triggering outcome might be dependent on developmental stage of NK cells. 
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Moreover, this outcome has been shown to be influenced by specific isoforms of 2B4 

receptor [6]. 

Another group of Ig-like receptors are natural cytotoxicity receptors [1, 6, 7]. Since receptor 

NKp30, the main subject of this thesis, belongs to this group, a separate chapter is devoted 

for this receptor family. 

1.1.2.3.  Natural cytotoxicity receptors 

Family of activating Ig-like receptors called natural cytotoxicity receptors (NCRs) consists of 

natural killer proteins NKp30, NKp44, NKp46 [6, 7]. These receptors were grouped together 

for their ability to activate NK cells and kill the tumor cells in vitro. Besides that, they do not 

share any similarity in the amino acid sequence or in the structure. All of them are type I 

transmembrane proteins comprised of one or two immunoglobulin extracellular domain, 

a transmembrane α-helix with positively-charged amino acid enabling an interaction with 

signaling adaptor protein and short C-terminal domain (Fig. 1) [7]. 

 

Figure 1: Scheme of NCRs domain arrangement and associated signaling molecules. Letters K, R, D are 

amino acids responsible for protein-protein contact, ITAM - immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activating motif, 
ITIM - immunoreceptor tyrosine inhibition motif. 
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NCRs can bind a diverse group of ligands [7]. Several proteins of viral envelopes such as 

influenza hemagglutinins, hemagglutinin neuraminidase of Sendai virus and Newcastle 

disease virus, hemagglutinin of vaccinia virus and ectromelia virus, envelope glycoproteins of 

the dengue and West Nile virus and protein pp65 of human cytomegalovirus were found to 

be ligands of NCRs. Interestingly, presence of sialic acid on N- and also O-glycosylation 

patterns of NCRs is generally important for binding of viral ligands [7]. 

NKp44 is also able to bind cell wall molecules of several bacterial strains, nevertheless these 

interactions do not activate NK cells and their relevance has been proposed to be in 

prolongation of time the NK cells stay activated [7]. NKp46 binds vimentin, intracellular 

protein of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, which is secreted by macrophages and vascular 

endothelial cells and subsequently activates NK cells cytotoxicity.  Importance of NCRs 

(particularly NKp30 and NKp46) was also recorded for Plasmodium falciparum protein 

binding, however these data remain an issue [7]. 

All NCRs also have the ability to bind heparan sulfates [7, 9]. For this binding, NCRs have to 

be glycosylated. Generally, they recognize structures containing two to three sul fate groups 

per disaccharide unit; however their affinity differs with heparan sulfate length and sulfate 

group positions. Heparan sulfates are not able to activate NK cells and therefore are 

considered to act as co-ligands [7, 9]. 

Two cellular protein ligands of NKp44 were found, both active in cell nucleus under normal 

conditions [7]. Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), which is normally involved in DNA 

replication, was demonstrated to have inhibitory effect on NK cells mediated by  

immunoreceptor tyrosine inhibition motif (ITIM) of NKp44 intracellular domain, which was 

previously considered to be non-functional. PCNA is overexpressed on decidual 

throphoplasts during first trimester of gestation; therefore PCNA is thought to contribute to 

immune system tolerance in uterus. Presumably, tumor cells abuse this mechanism to 

escape the cytotoxicity mediated by NK cells [7].  

Another cellular ligand of NKp44 is termed NKp44L, which is an isoform of mixed-lineage 

leukemia protein 5 (MLL5) [7]. Normally, MLL5 plays its role in cell cycle regulation, however, 

its isoform NKp44L was found to be expressed in some tumor cell lines and 

CD4+ T lymphocytes infected by human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [7]. 
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Similarly to NKp44, three cellular ligands of NKp30 were also investigated: B cell lymphoma 2 

associated athanogen 6 (BAG-6), a multifunctional protein present in cell nucleus and 

cytoplasm; protein B7 homolog 6 (B7-H6), specifically expressed on some tumor cell lines 

and galectin-3, surface protein of some tumors [7, 10]. NKp30 and its ligands are described 

in a separate chapter (1.2). 

1.1.2.4.  Other receptors of NK cells 

Several receptors of NK cells (both Ig-like and C-type lectin-like) are considered to be 

co-stimulatory, as they are not able to activate NK cells sufficiently to trigger NK cell 

activation [6]. Natural killer receptor protein 1 (NKR-P1) family consists of both 

activating and inhibitory receptors. DNAX accessory molecule 1 (DNAM-1) receptor binds 

several molecules which are sign of cellular stress on the target cell. Paired Ig-like type 2 

receptors (PILs) recognize ligands with O-glycosylation, thereby widening the target cell 

range. Additionally, NK cells also express toll-like receptors (TLR), which bind molecules 

specific for pathogenic organisms. TLRs enhance cytotoxicity and induce IFNγ production [6]. 

NK cells also recognize opsonized cells through binding of fragment constant (Fc) domain of 

IgG antibody with their Fc receptor CD16. This also leads to their activation in the process 

called antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) [1, 6]. 

1.1.3. Education of NK cells 

Certain clones of NK cells do not express all receptors on their surface and their combination 

varies among the clones [2, 4, 11]. Therefore, NK cells must possess a mechanism by which 

they set an activation threshold specific for given combination of receptors. Major 

mechanism of setting this threshold is considered to be education [4, 11]. In this process, 

inhibitory receptors of NK cells (Ly49 in mice and KIRs in humans) bind MHC-I molecules. In 

the arming model, NK cells are hypo-responsive by default and are educated by interaction 

with MHC-I. In the disarming model, NK cells are responsive by default and can be disarmed 

if they lack receptors for MHC-I, resulting in NK cell anergy [11]. Cis-interaction model 

proposes that cis interaction between inhibitory receptor and MHC-I on NK cell sequesters 

inhibitory receptors which make NK cells more responsive to activating signals [8, 11]. 
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Rheostat model proposes that education of NK cells is rather quantitative and depends on 

quantity of received inhibitory signal [11]. 

1.1.4. Signaling in NK cells  

After ligand binding by NK cell receptors, signal pathways based mainly on phosphorylation 

are initialized [2, 6]. Activating receptors transmit signal through associated proteins (such as 

DAP12) containing immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activating motifs (ITAMs) [6]. Tyrosine 

residue is phosphorylated followed by sarcoma (Src) homology 2 (SH2) domain-containing 

kinase recruitment leading to triggering of a signal cascade which results in cytotoxic effects 

of NK cells. Most of the inhibitory receptors contain immunoreceptor tyrosine inhibition 

motifs (ITIMs) in their C-terminal cytoplasmic chain. Phosphorylation of ITIMs leads to 

recruitment of Src homology 2 domain-containing phosphatases (SHPs). Further pathways 

imply phosphorylation and dephosphorylation events which lead to inhibition of activation 

pathways. Alternative activation of NK cells involves adaptor protein DAP10 which signals via 

phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase and further signaling pathways. In comparison, DAP10 

signaling results in cytotoxicity whereas DAP12 signaling additionally contributes to cytokine 

secretion [6]. 

1.1.5. Cytotoxic mechanisms of NK cells 

After activation, NK cells utilize several cytotoxic mechanisms to kill target cell [1, 2]. These 

mechanisms are similar to those used by cytotoxic T lymphocytes [1]. Granules of NK cells 

migrate to cytoplasmatic membrane on cell-cell contact site, where they fuse with 

membrane and their content is diffused in between the two cells  [1, 2]. This process is called 

degranulation. Granules contain protein perforin, which creates small pores on target cell. 

These pores can cause cell death by osmotic lysis, but rather they make cell cytoplasm 

accessible for granzymes, proteases from granules. Granzymes cleave precursors of 

caspases, which cause cell apoptosis. The other cytotoxic mechanism is mediated by 

Fas-ligand (FasL), receptor on surface of NK cells which binds Fas receptor on target cell and 

triggers its apoptosis [1, 2]. 
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1.1.6. Regulatory function 

In addition to direct immunological impact on elimination of target cells, NK cells also play an 

important role in regulation of other immune cells  [2]. They are able to kill immature 

dendritic cells and thus influence their homeostasis [2]. Furthermore, killing of target cells by 

NK cells can lead to cross-presentation of apoptotic peptides by dendritic cells  which 

afterwards can activate T lymphocytes. NK cells can also influence adaptive immunity. By 

IFNγ secretion NK cells promote priming of T lymphocytes in inflamed lymph nodes. 

T lymphocytes can be also killed by NK cells in case they do not possess enough of MHC-I on 

their surface [2]. 

1.1.7. Immunological memory 

Until recently, immunological memory was considered to be signature of adaptive immunity 

[2, 3]. However, there is evidence that i nnate immune cells including NK cells are also 

capable to "remember" after exposure to some stimuli  [3]. NK memory cells response is 

quantitatively and qualitatively increased in case of repeated stimulation. For example, after 

stimulation with human cytomegalovirus (HCMV), higher amount of NK cell subset with 

CD94-NKG2C receptor is abundant in peripheral blood. After reexposure to HCMV, 

NKG2C-positive NK cells demonstrate enhanced function. Similarly, NK memory cells can 

originate after stimulation by hapten, other viruses and also cytokines. In some cases, tissue-

specific homing has been detected and furthermore, epigenetic changes in NK memory cells 

were recorded [3]. 

1.2. NKp30 

Natural killer protein 30 (NKp30; also Natural cytotoxicity receptor 3, NCR3; also CD337) is 

an immunoglobulin-like activating receptor of NK cells discovered in 1999 [7, 12]. Together 

with NKp44 and NKp46, NKp30 is a member of family of natural cytotoxicity receptors [7, 

12]. 

1.2.1. Structure of NKp30 

NKp30 is type I transmembrane protein, consisting of N-terminal immunoglobulin domain, 

short 15-amino-acid-long domain termed stalk domain, a transmembrane α-helix and 
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C-terminal cytoplasmic domain [12, 13]. Structurally, NKp30 is part of CD28 family of 

proteins [12, 13]. All CD28 family proteins have an N-terminal signal sequence which is 

cleaved during protein trafficking, one V-shaped immunoglobulin domain (IgV domain), one 

transmembrane domain and one or two intracellular domains [13]. Intron-exon arrangement 

is similar, too (Fig. 2). From CD28 family, closest homolog of NKp30 is inducible T-cell 

costimulator (ICOS) with 25% sequence similarity. Interestingly, most of the CD28 family 

members bind to proteins of B7 family, which is also true for NKp30 [13]. 

 

Figure 2: Gene structure of NKp30 compared to other CD28 family members. "Leader" - signal sequence, "IgV" 
- V-type immunoglobulin domain, "TM" - transmembrane domain, white - untranslated regions, "0"/"1" –

 zero/one intron, respectively. 

Structure of NKp30 was solved by X-ray crystallography for NKp30 in an unbound state [14] 

and in bound state with B7-H6 [15]. 
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1.2.2. Genetics and isoforms 

In human, NKp30 is encoded by gene located in the class III region of the major 

histocompatibility complex on chromosome 6 [12]. In this region, many immunologically 

important molecules as cytokines, complement molecules and heat shock proteins, are 

encoded. Interestingly, ligand of NKp30, BAG-6, is also encoded within this region [12]. 

By alternative splicing, various isoforms of NKp30 can be produced, distinguished in shape of 

immunoglobulin domain (V-shaped, IgV; C-shaped, IgC) and C-terminus length (three 

variants) [16]. Combination of these can result in six possible isoforms termed as NKp30x, 

where x is a letter indicating particular isoform. NKp30a-c possess IgV domain and NKp30d-f 

possess IgC domain (Fig. 3). Functional difference among IgV isoforms was investigated. 

NKp30a and NKp30b both enhanced IFNγ and interleukin 2 (IL-2) production after NK cells 

stimulation ex vivo, however, NKp30c did not. Similarly, upon incubation with tumor cells 

expressing B7-H6, NKp30c-transfected NK cells did not show any sign of activation compared 

to other NK cells. On the other hand, NKp30c-transfected cells produced inhibitory 

interleukin IL-10 upon stimulation. These function outcome differences are thought to be 

caused by weak association of NKp30c with its adaptor signaling molecule CD3ζ. 

Additionally, individuals with gastrointestinal sarcoma have worse therapeutic prognosis 

when NKp30c expression level is relatively higher [16]. 

 

Figure 3: Schematic comparison of length and extracellular domain shape of NKp30 isoforms. Isoforms 

structurally differ in their extracellular domain shape (IgC for  NKp30a-c and IgV for NKp30d-f) and intracellular 
domain length. Functionally, isoforms differ in their ability to activate NK cell  after ligand binding. 
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1.2.3. Ligands of NKp30 

Few non-cellular ligands of NKp30 were identified at first [7]. Heparin and heparan sulfate 

act as co-ligands, binding only to glycosylated NKp30 [9]. Binding of Plasmodium falciparum 

erythrocyte membrane protein-1 (fcEMP1) is yet to be confirmed or disproved [7, 17]. 

Although both of these ligands trigger activation of NK cells, other non-cellular ligands have 

inhibitory effect [7]. These are viral ligands: hemagglutinin of the ectromelia and vaccinia 

virus and protein pp65 released from human cytomegalovirus  [7, 18]. In case of pp65, its 

binding to NKp30 does not prevent binding of its other ligands [18] since pp65 uses another 

binding site and causes dissociation of NKp30-CD3ζ complex resulting in disrupted activating 

signaling pathway [7, 18]. 

Later, three specific cellular ligands of NKp30 were identified [7]. B cell lymphoma 2 

associated athanogen 6 (BAG-6) is large protein involved in many intracellular processes as 

response to DNA damage, gene regulation, protein targeting, protein quality control, 

defective protein degradation and also immunoregulation [19]. Under stress conditions and 

in some tumor cells, BAG-6 is recruited onto the cell membrane in an unknown manner and 

there interacts with NKp30 [19]. B7-H6 is a membrane protein constitutively expressed on 

some tumor cell lines and tumor cells  [20]. Both of these proteins may also appear on the 

surface of exosomes [19]. Additionally, both of them were also found in soluble forms which 

are derived from their membrane forms by proteolytic cleavage termed shedding. These 

soluble forms inhibit activation of NK cells  [19, 21]. The most recently discovered ligand of 

NKp30 is galectin-3, which almost completely blocks NK cell cytotoxicity. Galectin-3 is 

expressed on the surface of some tumors [10].  

1.2.4. Variable affinity to ligands 

Although the structure of NKp30 bound to B7-H6 is known (Fig. 4, p. 22), proteins in this 

structure were produced in bacteria and insect cell line, respectively [14, 15]. Moreover, 

NKp30 in this structure lacks short stalk domain [14, 15]. However, both glycosylation and 

stalk domain presence were shown to impact the binding affinity of NKp30 [22]. Stalk 

domain influences the oligomerization state of NKp30: NKp30 with no stalk domain creates 

only monomer and dimer whereas NKp30 with stalk domain forms oligomers in addition 

[23]. Interestingly, the dimer of NKp30 can be seen in its structure (construct without stalk 
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domain produced in E. coli) [14] but not in the bound state [15]. Nevertheless, the presence 

of oligomers positively correlates with NKp30 affinity to its ligands, although its differences 

are not in orders of magnitude [23]. Affinity differences in order of magnitude are caused by 

N-glycosylation [22]. Using point mutation analysis, glycosylation at asparagine 42 was 

shown to be essential for binding of ligands and 

glycosylation at asparagines 68 and 121 also plays a 

significant role [22]. 

Furthermore, various affinities were measured for 

NKp30 binding, depending on the protein production 

system used (Tab. 1) [14, 15, 22, 23]. Whilst the affinity 

measured for both NKp30 and B7-H6 isolated from 

E. coli was 2.5 - 3.5 μM [14] and in case of B7-H6 

isolated from Sf9 insect cell line 1 μM [15], the affinity 

of the same protein pair produced in human embryonic 

kidney cell line HEK293T (providing human complex 

N-glycosylation pattern [24]) was approx. 100 nM 

(depending on stalk domain length) [22]. Even higher 

affinity was recorded for NKp30 produced in Sf9 insect 

cell line and B7-H6 produced in HEK293T cells: 

dependent on oligomeric state of NKp30, affinity was 

between 1 nM and 2 nM (Tab. 1) [23]. Interestingly, 

affinity of NKp30 produced in HEK293T cells and BAG-6 isolated from insect cell line was 

64 nM, but for BAG-6 isolated from E. coli twice as strong [25]. 

Table 1: Comparison of measured affinities of NKp30/B7-H6 interaction found in the literature. 

Production system Affinity measurement 

NKp30  B7-H6  Result Method 

E. coli E. coli 2.5 – 3.5 μM SPR 

E. coli Sf9 insect cell line 1 μM SPR 

HEK293T human cell line HEK293T human cell line 75 - 150 nM SPR 

Sf9 insect cell line HEK293T 1 – 2 nM ELISA 

Figure 4: Structure of NKp30/B7-H6 
complex (PID 3PV6). Glycosylation sites 

of NKp30 are highlighted. 
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In our laboratory, we found out that the formation of NKp30 oligomers depends on its 

N-glycosylation [26]. NKp30 produced in HEK293S cell line with knocked-out 

N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I formed oligomers but appeared only as monomer after 

enzymatic deglycosylation [26]. However, the structural basis of NKp30 oligomerization and 

basic questions of how stalk domain and glycosylation impact NKp30 affinity as well as 

physiological importance of these effects on NK cells remain to be elucidated.  

1.3. B7-H6 

Protein B7 homolog 6 (B7-H6) was discovered as a binding partner of NKp30 in 2009 [20]. 

Since then, a lot of research has been provided to define its expression specificity on various 

tumor cell lines and its clinical potential. 

1.3.1. Structure of B7-H6 

B7-H6, similarly to NKp30, is a type I transmembrane protein [20]. It comprises of two 

extracellular immunoglobulin domain (IgC and IgV), α-helical transmembrane domain and 

short C-terminal sequence homologous to GAG protein (Fig. 5, p. 24). C-terminal sequence 

contains various signaling motifs such as ITIM, SH-2 and SH-3-binding motifs [13, 20]. These 

motifs initialize signal transduction after NKp30 binding, though the signal outcome is not 

known [13]. The closest structural homologs of B7-H6 are B7-H1 and B7-H3 and therefore 

B7-H6 is part of B7 family of proteins [13, 20]. Members of B7 family are mostly co-

stimulatory or co-inhibitory ligands of various immune cells and bind members of CD28 

protein family. However, B7-H6 is an exception to that [13]. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of gene arrangement of various B7 family members. "Leader" - signal sequence, "IgV" - 
V-shaped immunoglobulin domain, "IgC" - C-shaped immunoglobulin domain, "TM" - transmembrane domain, 
"GAG" - GAG domain, white - untranslated regions, "0"/"1"/"2" – zero/one/two introns, respectively. 

1.3.2. B7-H6 gene 

B7-H6 is encoded on chromosome 11 [20]. It is well conserved among the primates, but not 

among the other mammals [13, 20]. In Mus musculus, where the GAG domain is missing, 

only sequence homology with first exon was found and there is no B7-H6 expressed in this 

specie. This suggests co-evolution of B7-H6 with NKp30, which is also not expressed in Mus 

musculus [13]. 

1.3.3. Expression of B7-H6 

Strikingly, constitutive expression of B7-H6 was not recorded on any healthy cells; however 

it has been detected on several tumor cell lines both ex vivo and in vivo, making B7-H6 an 

exemplary adept marker for tumor recognition [13, 20]. Subsequently, induced expression of 

B7-H6 in monocytes and neutrophils was observed, too [27]. Expression of B7-H6 in these 

cells was induced by agonists of toll-like receptors TLR2, TLR4, TLR5 and TLR8, interleukin 
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IL-1β and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα). In all cases, the kinetics of B7-H6 mRNA and 

protein expression was similar. B7-H6 mRNA appeared early, peaking between 3 to 12 hours 

after induction and returning to normal state within 24 hours. Surface expression of B7-H6 

was stable up to 48 hours after induction. Similarly, presence of soluble or exosomal form of 

B7-H6 was also induced by the same factors. Supporting in vitro studies, soluble and 

membrane form of B7-H6 were found in blood of patients with systemic inflammatory 

response syndrome. Cell-surface expression was restricted to patients presenting sepsis and 

was selective for CD14+ CD161+ pro-inflammatory-type monocytes. Soluble or exosomal 

form of B7-H6 was present only in blood of patients presenting sepsis caused by 

Gram-negative bacteria [27]. 

1.3.4. B7-H6 shedding 

Generally, shedding is a proteolytic event used by tumor cells to escape immune system by 

cleaving extracellular parts of membrane ligands of receptors of immune cells  [1]. Using 

combination of various metalloprotease inhibitors and RNA silencing method, proteases 

responsible for B7-H6 shedding were identified as disintegrin and metalloproteinase 

domain-containing proteins (ADAMs) ADAM-10 and ADAM-17 [21]. Inhibition of these 

proteases leads to enhanced cytotoxicity of NK cells.  

In agreement, increased levels of soluble B7-H6 form were also found in blood of patients 

with late stages of melanoma, which proposes clinical significance of B7-H6 [21]. Similarly, 

soluble B7-H6 form was found in blood of patient with ovarian carcinoma, which leads to 

decreased NKp30 production on surface of NK cells and increased reactivity threshold of 

NK cells [28]. 

1.4. Clinical importance of NKp30 and B7-H6 

As constitutive expression of B7-H6 is restricted to certain tumor cells, major investigation 

has been focused on potential utilization of NKp30/B7-H6 pair in clinical praxis. 

1.4.1. Potential in diagnostics  

Expression of B7-H6 was found in astrocytoma [29], non-small cell lung cancers [30] and 

human gastric carcinoma [31]. In all cases, expression level was not connected to tumor size 
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or pathological state of patient, but positively correlated with differentiation state of tumor 

cells. Information about tumor differentiation can help making choice of therapy 

approach [29, 30, 31]. Furthermore, expression of B7-H6 was found to correlate with cancer 

progression and survival of patients in human ovarian cancer [32]. B7-H6 was also found to 

be expressed on salivary epithelial cells of patients with Sjögren’s syndrome, an autoimmune 

disorder effecting minor salivary glands [33]. Indeed, NK cells are accumulated there and 

probably cause inflammation in NKp30/B7-H6 binding-dependent manner [33].  

Expression of NKp30 on NK cells negatively correlates with occurrence of acquired 

immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) in patients infected by HIV [34]. On the other hand, 

NKp30 expression is upregulated in hepatitis B virus (HBV) patients and patients with 

acute-non-chronic liver failure [35]. In contrast, NKp30 expression level of hepatitis C virus 2 

(HCV-2) patients was decreased [36]. Proportion of expression levels of various NKp30 

isoforms was also shown to be important in some pathological states. High-risk 

neuroblastoma patients had decreased activating isoforms NKp30a and NKp30b, but not 

inhibitory NKp30c [37]. In agreement, sporadic and recurrent pregnancy loss correlates with 

NKp30a and NKp30b upregulation in the placental tissue [38]. 

1.4.2. NKp30/B7-H6-based therapy 

B7-H6 has already been utilized therapeutically, though it was not known previously: several 

standard tumor therapeutics and therapeutic methods were shown to enhance B7-H6 

expression on tumor cells, making them an easier target for NK cells. Among studied 

therapeutics, this is caused by cisplatin, 5-fluorouracil, radiation therapy and cytokine 

therapy [39]. 

Several bipolar protein therapeutics, utilizing NKp30/B7-H6 binding to enhance tumor 

elimination by NK or other cells, were developed [40, 41, 42, 43]. 

B7-H6:7D8 consists of extracellular domain of B7-H6 and single chain fragment variable of 

anti-CD20 antibody 7D8 [40]. CD20 is mainly expressed on B cells; therefore this bipolar 

molecule mediates contact of B and NK cells and triggers NK cell activation. This therapeutic 

protein is aimed to treat lymphoma and leukemia. Moreover, B7-H6:7D8 also acts 
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synergistically with rituximab, a monoclonal antibody against CD20, and with daratumumab, 

monoclonal antibody against CD38 [40]. 

Another investigated bipolar protein consists of B7-H6 

extracellular domain and single chain fragment 

variable of anti-HER2 (human epidermal growth 

factor receptor 2) antibody (Fig. 6) [41]. As HER2 is 

protein specifically expressed on breast cancer cells, 

this potential therapeutics enhances cytotoxicity of 

NK cells against these target cells [41]. 

Converse approach is utilized in case of so-called BiTE 

(bispecific T-cell engager) molecules, where single 

chain fragment variable of antibodies against B7-H6 

of tumor cells and against CD3 of T lymphocytes are 

produced as one protein [42]. This BiTE is able to 

activate cytotoxic T lymphocytes which show 

therapeutic efficiency against ovarian cancer, 

lymphoma, melanoma and ovarian cancer on mouse models  [42]. 

Fused extracellular domain of NKp30 and constant region of IgG1 was able to induce 

macrophages-mediated antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity against prostate tumor cell 

lines. This therapeutic protein was also able to slow down tumor progression rapidly and to 

distinguish between benign and malign cell lines [43]. 

Moreover, T lymphocytes were modified by insertion of chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) 

[44] consisting of single chain fragment variable of anti-B7-H6 antibody fused to various 

transmembrane domains (CD28, CD8, CD3ζ ) and various signaling domains (CD28, CD3ζ or 

both). Such modified T lymphocytes were able to bind B7-H6 as well as initialize IFNγ 

secretion, which subsequently stimulated other immune cells [44]. 

Minimalistic approach was chosen by one research group which investigated the ability of 

B7-H6-derived peptides to initiate immune response [45]. These peptides were shown to 

Figure 6: Example of a bipolar  
therapeutic protein. The protein binds 
to NKp30 on one side by B7-H6 

extracellular domain and to HER-2 by 
single-chain fragment-variable part of 
antibody on the other side. 
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bind NKp30 on surface of NK cells and partially activate NK cells. Moreover, these peptides 

did not show any signs of cell toxicity towards healthy cells [45]. 

An interesting approach of utilizing dendritic cells derived exosomes (called Dex) is already in 

phase II clinical trial phase [46]. Membrane-bound BAG-6, ligand of NKp30, is present on 

these exosomes. Results show that patients with non-small cell lung cancer tolerate the 

treatment and Dex increases NKp30-dependent cytotoxicity of NK cells [46].  
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2. AIMS OF THE THESIS 

The aim of this thesis was to prepare soluble extracellular domain of protein B7-H6 and 

characterize the protein. Furthermore, formation of NKp30 oligomers by multi methodical 

approach was to be investigated. The next goal was to explain how and why glycosylation, 

oligomerization and C-terminal chain length influence its affinity to B7-H6 ligand. Finally, 

crystallization and X-ray structure solution of the glycosylated NKp30/B7-H6 complex was to 

be attempted. 
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3. MATERIALS 

3.1. Instruments and tools 

Analytical ultracentrifuge Proteomelab XL-I Beckman Coulter, USA  

Automatic pipettes Discovery HTL, Poland  

Automatic pipettes Pipetman Gilson, USA  

Burner Závod Votice, Czech republic 

Burner Fuego SCS  VERKON, Czech Republic  

Camera Cyber-shot DSC W570 SONY, Japonsko 

Centrifuge Allegra X-22R Beckman Coulter, USA  

Centrifuge EBA 12R Hettich, Germany 

Centrifuge tubes Oak Ridge  Sigma, USA  

Centrifuge Universal 320 R  Hettich, Germany 

Column Acclaim C185 PepMap Thermo Scientific, USA 

Column HiTrap Talon Crude 5 ml GE Healthcare, USA 

Column Superdex 200 10/300 GL  GE Healthcare, USA 

Column Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL GE Healthcare, USA 

Concentrators Amicon Ultra (MWCO 10,000) Millipore, USA 

Cooker  ETA, Czech Republic  

Deionized water source Milli Q Millipore, USA  

Electron microscope Tecnai G2 Sphera FEI, USA 

Flow box BIO 126 LABOX, Czech Republic  

Flow box Clean Air PMV, Netherland  

Formulatrix storage and imaging system Formulatrix, USA 

Freezer box Ultra-low UDF-U53V (-80 °C) Sanyo, Japan 

Gel/PCR DNA Fragments Extraction kit Geneaid, USA 

Glutathione Sepharose 4B GE Healthcare 

Hemocytometer Sigma-Aldrich, USA 

High-Speed Plasmid Mini Kit Geneaid, USA 

HPLC system ÄKTA basic GE Healthcare, USA 

Hydra pipetting robot Art Robbins Instruments, USA 

Incubator IR 1500 LABsystem Praha, Czech Republic 

Incubator, CO2 MC0-18 AIC Sanyo, Japan  

Magnetic stirrer MM2A Laboratorní přístroje Praha, Czech republic 

Microcalorimeter MicroCal iTC200 Malvern Instruments, UK 

Microcentrifuge MiniStar silverlin  VWR, USA  

Microscope (inverse) AE31 Motic, Germany  

Microwave oven KOR 6L05 Daewoo Electronics, UK 

Mr. Frosty freezing container Nalgene, USA 

Nucleobond Xtra Maxi Macherey-Nagel, Germany 

pH meter Φ 200 Beckman Coulter, USA  

Pipetter Pipetus  Hirschmann, Germany  
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Plastics for cell cultures Sigma, USA 

Power supply for electrophoresis EC 250-90EC  Apparatus Corporation, UK  

Precision balance KB1200-2 Kern, Germany  

Rotary evaporator CentriVap DNA Labconco, USA 

Set for agarose electrophoresis Biokeystone, USA  

Set for SDS-PAGE Bio-Rad, Germany  

Shaker Celltron Infors HT, Switzerland 

Shaker Multitron Cell Infors HT, Switzerland 

Spectrometer Brucker solariX XE 12 T Bruker, USA 

Spectrophotometer DeNovix DS-11+ DeNovix, USA 

Spectrophotometer UV/VIS UV4-500 UNICAM, UK 

Square glass bottles with membrane screw caps P-Lab, Czech republic  

Sterile filters (0,22 μm) TPP, Switzerland  

Termocycler Rotor-Gene 2000 Corbett Life Science, USA 

Termocycler Progene Techne, UK 

Termocycler Techgene Techne, UK 

Ultracentrifuge ProteomLab XL-I Beckman Coulter, USA 

Ultrasonic water bath P-Lab, Czech Republic 

Ultrasound homogenizer Sonoplus  Bandelin, Germany  

UV lamp (300 nm) Ultra-Lum, USA 

UV lamp (312 nm)  UVItec, UK  

Vortex shaker VELP Scientifica, Italy  

Water bath Memmert, Germany  

Water bath TW2 Julabo, Germany  
 

3.2. Enzymes 

Combi PPP Mastermix New England Biolabs, USA 

Endoglycosidase F1 Prepared in house 

RNAsa A Lach-Ner, Czech republic 

Q5 DNA polymerase New England Biolabs, USA 

T4 DNA ligase New England Biolabs, USA 

Trypsin Sigma, USA 

Restriction endonuclease AgeI New England Biolabs, USA 

Restriction endonuclease KpnI New England Biolabs, USA 
 

3.3. Chemicals 

1 kb DNA standard New England Biolabs, USA 

100 bp DNA standard New England Biolabs, USA  

2-mercaptoethanol  Sigma, USA  
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Acrylamide Sigma, USA 

Agar Oxoid, UK   

Agarose Sigma, USA  

Ampicillin Biotika, Slovakia 

Ammonium persulfate (APS)  Serva, USA  

Buffer NEB1 New England Biolabs, USA 
Buffer Q5 New England Biolabs, USA 
Buffer for T4 DNA ligase New England Biolabs, USA 
Bromphenol blue Lachema, Czech republic  

Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 Fluka Chemika, Switzerland  

Deuterium oxide Armar AG, Switzerland 

DMSO Finnzymes, Finland  

dNTPs Top-Bio, Czech republic 

DSG Thermo Scientific, USA 

DSS Thermo Scientific, USA 

EDTA Jersey Lab Supply, USA  

Ethylmorpholine Thermo Scientific, USA 

GoodView II DNA stain Ecoli, Slovakia  

Iodoacetamide Thermo Scientific, USA 

L-arginine.HCl Sigma, USA 

L-glutamine  Sigma, USA  

lPEI 25 kDa Polysciences, USA  

N,N'-Methylenbisacrylamide Serva, USA 

PCR H2O   Top-Bio, Czech republic  

Pluronic F-68  Sigma, USA  

Q5 enhancer New England Biolabs, USA 

SDS   Jersey Lab Supply, USA   

Sodium azide Serva, USA   

Sypro Orange  Thermo Scientific, USA 

TCEP Thermo Scientific, USA 

TEMED Serva, USA    

Trypan blue Sigma, USA   

Trypton Oxoid, UK   

Valproic acid Sigma, USA 

Yeast extract  Imuna Pharm, Slovakia   

Other common chemicals Lach-Ner, Czech republic 

 

3.4. Cell culture media 

ExCell 293 (Sigma, USA) 

 - commercial medium supplied in powder form, dissolved as stated in instruction [47] and 

filtered. L-glutamine to 4mM final concentration was added prior to use. 
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Freestyle F17 (Gibco Invitrogen, USA) 

 - commercial medium supplied in liquid sterile form. Prior to use, L-glutamine and 

Pluronic F-68 were added to final concentration of 4 mmol/l and 0.1%, respectively. 

Ex/F17 

- mixture of ExCell 293 and Freestyle F17 in 1:1 ratio. 

Lysogeny broth (LB) medium 

 - 1% trypton, 0.5% yeast extract, 1% NaCl, pH 7.4 

 

3.5. Solutions 

 Solutions for electrophoreses and deglycosylation 

AA solution for SDS-PAGE 29% acrylamide, 

1% N,N´-methylen-bis-acrylamide 

Destaining buffer for SDS-PAGE 35% ethanol, 10% acetic acid 

Electrode solution for SDS-PAGE (10x) 0.25M Tris, 1.9M glycine, 1% (w/v) SDS, 
pH 8.3 

Elution buffer for Glutathione Sepharose 4B 20mM Tris, 150mM NaCl, 10mM NaN3, 

10 mM glutathione, pH 8.0 

Sample buffer for agarose electrophoresis 
(10x) 

30% glycerol, bromphenol blue in TAE 

Sample buffer for SDS-PAGE (5x, non-reducing) 31,5mM Tris, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 
0,005% (w/v) bromphenol blue, 

1% (w/v) SDS, 10mM NaN3, pH 6.8 

Sample buffer for SDS-PAGE (5x, reducing) 100 μl of mercaptoethanol in 5x 
non-reducing sample buffer for SDS-PAGE 

Staining solution for SDS-PAGE 45% methanol, 10% acetic acid, 0.25% 
Comassie Brilliant Blue R250 

TAE buffer 40mM Tris, 20mM CH3COOH, 1mM EDTA   

 

 Solutions for chromatography 

Elution buffer for metal-chelate 

chromatography 

50mM Na2HPO4, 300mM NaCl, 10mM NaN3, 

250mM imidazole, pH 7.0 
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MES buffer 
20mM MES, 100mM NaCl, 10mM NaN3, pH 
5.0 

Mobile phase for size exclusion 
chromatography 

10mM HEPES, 150mM NaCl, 10mM NaN3, 
pH 7.5 

PBS buffer 
50mM Na2HPO4 , 300mM NaCl, 10mM 
NaN3, pH 7.0 

 

 Solutions for cell cultures 

PBS buffer for cell cultures 10mM Na2HPO4 , 150 mM NaCl, 2mM KCl, 
2mM KH2PO4, pH 7.0 

Linear polyethylenimine solution 10 mg/ml linear polyethylenimine in PBS 
for cell cultures 

Trypan blue solution 0.4% trypan blue in PBS for cell cultures 

 

 Solutions for working with DNA 

TES buffer 10mM Tris, 2mM EDTA, 150mM NaCl, 1mM NaN3, pH 8.0 

RES 50mM Tris-HCl, 100 μg/ml RNAsa A, pH 8.0  

LYS 0.2M NaOH, 1% SDS  

NEU 3.1M CH3COOK, pH 5.5  

EQU 0.1M CH3COONa, 0.6M NaCl, 0.15% Triton X-100, pH 5.0  

WASH 0.1M CH3COONa, 825mM NaCl, pH 5.0  

ELU 100mM Tris-HCl, 1.25M NaCl, pH 8.5 

For every solution, deionized water was used as a solvent unless stated otherwise. 

3.6. DNA 

 Vectors 

pTW5sec_B7-H6_2 
pTW5sec_LBD 

pTW5sec_NKp30_del  

The preparation of the vectors is described elsewhere [48]. 
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 Primers 

B7-H6_C212S_FW 5'-TTTAATGTCACTAGCAGCTTGAAGCTGAACT-3' 

B7-H6_C212S_REV 5'-AGTTCAGCTTCAAGCTGCTAGTGACATTAAA-3' 
B7-H6_FW 5'-AAAAACCGGTGATCTGAAAGTAGAGATGATGGCAGG-3'  

B7-H6_2_REV 5'-TTTTGGTACCCAGGGTAAAGTTGCTCCTCAAGGG-3'  

The primers were purchased from Sigma (USA). 

3.7. Cell lines and bacterial strains 

E. coli DH5α Thermo Scientific, USA 

HEK 293S GnTI- ATCC, USA 
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4. METHODS 

4.1. Cloning and DNA manipulation 

4.1.1. Overlap extension polymerase chain reaction (OE-PCR) 

To perform a point mutation, three PCR reactions were set up. For the reaction, a template, 

two primers, deoxyribonucleotides (dNTPs), Q5 buffer, Q5 enhancer and Q5 High Fidelity 

DNA polymerase were mixed and water was added to 50 μl. 

Initial step of OE-PCR was provided by two separate PCR reactions (PCR-A and PCR-B). For 

both, pTW5sec_B7H6_2 plasmid was used as a template. By these reactions, overlapping 

DNA sequences with point mutations were created. Reaction details are given in Table 2. 

PCR-A and PCR-B reactions were set up as follows. First the reaction mix was heated up to 

95 °C for 5 min. The second step cycled 30 times: 95 °C for 30 sec, then annealing at 56 °C for 

30 sec and polymerization at 72 °C for 1 min. After 30 cycles, samples were tempered at 

72 °C for 8 min and finally cooled to 4 °C. 

Table 2: Composition of PCR-A and PCR-B reactions. 

 

For OE-PCR, products of the previous PCRs A and B were used as template. These 

overlapping products anneal together and whole DNA sequence is amplified subsequently. 

Reaction details are given in Table 3 (p. 36); the same reaction sequence as above was used. 

PCR-A Amount PCR-B Amount

B7-H6_1_FW 5 μl B7-H6_C212S_FW 5 μl

B7-H6_C212S_REV 5 μl B7-H6_2_REV 5 μl

Q5 buffer 10 μl Q5 buffer 10 μl

Q5 enhancer 10 μl Q5 enhancer 10 μl

pTW5sec_B7-H6_2 20 - 50 ng pTW5sec_B7-H6_2 20 - 50 ng

dNTPs 1.5 μl dNTPs 1.5 μl

Q5 HF polymerase 0.5 μl Q5 HF polymerase 0.5 μl

PCR H2O to 50 μl PCR H2O to 50 μl
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Table 3: Composition of OE-PCR reaction. 

 

4.1.2. Agarose electrophoresis 

Agarose electrophoresis was used for isolation and evaluation of PCR products. 

1.25% agarose gel was prepared by dissolving 0.80 g of agarose in 65 ml of TAE buffer in 

microwave oven for approx. 2 min. After the solution was cooled to approx. 50 °C, 4 μl of 

GoodView DNA stain were added, the solution was mixed and poured into the 

electrophoresis chamber. 

To 50 μl of sample, 5 μl of 10x concentrated DNA loading buffer was added. Sample was 

divided into two wells. Next to the samples, DNA marker was added into a well. 

Electrophoresis ran 20 minutes at 180 V and DNA was visualized under UV lamp with 

wavelength of 312 nm. 

4.1.3. Isolation of DNA from agarose gel 

Gel containing the DNA of expected size was cut out and transferred to a 1.5 ml tube. 

Extraction was provided with Gel/PCR DNA Fragments Extraction Kit according to 

manual [49]. DNA was eluted by sterile water heated to 65 °C. 

4.1.4. DNA concentration measurement 

Concentration of DNA was measured by UV light absorption using DeNovix Ds-11+ 

spectrophotometer. 1 μl of sample was used for the measurement of absorbance at 260 nm 

and sample purity was evaluated according to ratio of absorbances at 260 and 280 nm. DNA 

was concentrated by evaporation using SpeedVac DNA 110 rotary evaporator.  

OE-PCR Amount

B7-H6_1_FW 5 μl

B7-H6_2_REV 5 μl

PCR A product 10 - 30 ng

CD product 10 - 30 ng

Q5 buffer 10 μl

Q5 enhancer 10 μl

dNTP's 1.5 μl

Q5 pol 0.5 μl

PCR H2O to 50 μl
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4.1.5. Restriction cleavage 

Both plasmid and PCR product restriction cleavage were performed as follows. 20 μl of the 

restriction reaction was prepared by adding 1.5 μl of AgeI and 1.5 μl of KpnI restriction 

endonucleases, 2 μl of NEB1 buffer, 2 μl of 10x concentrated BSA, 300 ng of 

pTW5sec_B7-H6_2 plasmid and sterile water to the final volume. Restriction reaction was 

carried out at 37 °C for one hour and the samples were subsequently heated to 65 °C for 

20 min to deactivate the restriction endonucleases. Restricted plasmid (termed pTW5sec*) 

was purified by agarose electrophoresis and gel extraction. 

4.1.6. Ligation 

Approximately 100 ng of purified pTW5sec* and 100 ng of PCR product were mixed with 2 μl 

of T4 DNA ligase buffer, 1 μl of T4 DNA ligase and water in 10 μl reaction volume. Reaction 

was carried out for 1 hour at laboratory temperature.  

4.1.7. Transformation 

Competent Escherichia coli DH5α bacteria were stored at -80 °C. Prior to transformation, 

they were thawed on ice and 20 μl of ligation reaction was added to 50 μl of bacteria 

suspension. Mixture was incubated on ice for 30 min and subsequently spread on an agar 

plate (1.5 % agar and 100 µg/ml ampicillin in LB medium) tempered to 37 °C. Bacteria were 

grown overnight at 37 °C. 

4.1.8. Colony PCR 

From agar plates, 4 colonies were randomly chosen and resuspended in 6 μl of sterile water 

in 0.2 ml PCR tubes; 2 μl of forward primer pTT5_FW and 2 μl of reverse primer 

pTW5sec_B7-H6_2_REV and finally 10 μl of 2x concentrated Combi PPP Mastermix 

(containing Taq polymerase, dNTPs and stabilizing agents) were added. Thermal profile of 

the reaction was the same as in chapter 4.1.1. Finally, 10 μl of reaction products were loaded 

on agarose gel and the correct size of products was verified by agarose electrophoresis. 
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4.1.9. Isolation of plasmid DNA 

For isolation of plasmid DNA, bacterial colonies were picked up from agar plate and 

resuspended in 5 ml of LB medium with ampicillin (100 µg/ml) in 50 ml Falcon tubes. In 

Falcon tubes, bacteria were grown overnight on shaker at 37 °C and rotational speed 220 

revolutions per minute (RPM). Afterwards, the bacteria were centrifuged and the plasmid 

DNA isolated using High-Speed Plasmid Mini Kit according to manual [50]. The DNA was 

eluted by 50 µl sterile water. 

4.1.10. DNA sequencing 

DNA sequence inserted into the plasmid was verified by sequencing. In 0.2 ml tubes, two 

reactions were mixed, one with addition of pTT5_FW primer and one with addition of 

pTT5_rev primer. Approx. 300 ng of plasmid in 7 μl and 1 μl of primer were mixed.  

Afterwards, 6 μl of sequencing reaction mix was added into tubes in DNA sequencing 

laboratory of Faculty of Science of Charles University by RNDr. Štěpánka Hrdá. Analysis was 

performed by Genetic Analyzer 3130 (Applied Biosystems) with 16 capillaries. 

4.1.11. Preparation of stock amount of plasmid DNA 

For preparation of stock amount of plasmid DNA, bacteria were grown in larger volume. 

Colonies grown on agar plate were resuspended and transferred to 0.5 l of LB medium 

(ampicillin 100 µg/ml) in 2 l Erlenmeyer flask. The bacteria were grown overnight on shaker 

at 37 °C and rotational speed 220 RPM. Afterwards, the bacteria were centrifuged at 

4500 x g for 1 hour, resuspended in 30 ml of TES buffer and centrifuged at 4500 x g for 

15 minutes. Next isolation steps were done as stated in manual of PureLink™ HiPure Plasmid 

DNA kit (Macherey-Nagel, Germany). Bacterial pellet was resuspended in 18 ml of 

RES buffer. 18 ml of LYS buffer was added subsequently and the tube was inverted five times 

to gently mix its content. After 5 minutes, 18 ml of NEU buffer was added and tube was 

inverted five times again. Afterwards, the tube was centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 20 minutes 

and the supernatant was loaded on equilibrated NucleoBond® Xtra Midi Column through 

filtration paper. On the column the DNA was subsequently washed by 25 ml of WASH buffer 

and eluted by 15 ml of ELU buffer. Eluate was mixed with 10.5 ml of isopropanol and the 

mixture was centrifuged at 16,000 x g, 4 °C. After 30 minutes, the supernatant was 
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decantated, the pellet was washed by 70% ethanol and the DNA was centrifuged at 

16,000 x g, 4 °C for 10 minutes. The supernatant was decantated again and the DNA pellet 

was dried in rotary evaporator and dissolved in 1 ml deionized water. 

4.2. Recombinant protein production 

For the protein production, human cell line HEK293S GnTI- (further mentioned as HEK293) 

was used. All manipulation with HEK293 cells was done in sterile flow hood in the room for 

GMO manipulation of II risk category. Production of LBD and NKp30 has already been 

described [26]. 

4.2.1. HEK293 cultivation 

HEK293 cells were cultivated in square shaped glass bottles with gas permeable lids in 

Multitron Cell shaker at 37 °C, 180 RPM and 5% CO2. The bottles were filled from 30% up to 

40% of their nominal volume and ExCELL293 and Freestyle F17 media in 1:1 ratio were used 

as growth medium. Twice per week, cell density and presence of contaminants were 

controlled by light microscopy. When the cell density exceeded 4 million cells per milliliter of 

culture (C/ml), the suspension was subcultivated with fresh growth medium to 0.2 C/ml cell 

density. 

4.2.2. Cell density counting 

To estimate the cell density, 20 μl of cell suspension was mixed with 160 μl of 0.4% trypan 

blue solution to distinguish between live and dead cells: dead cells are stained blue. The 

sample was transferred onto hemocytometer and counted. The number of cells on 

hemocytometer multiplied by factor 104 results in the cell density in C/ml unit.  

4.2.3. Transient transfection 

Prior to transfection, HEK293 cells were grown in larger volume (200 or 400 ml) of growth 

media to reach sufficient amount of cells. The volume of growth medium containing 

800 million HEK293 cells was transferred into 50ml Falcon tubes and centrifuged for 

5 minutes at 90 x g. Cells were resuspended in 34 ml of ExCELL293 medium and transferred 

into a clean glass square bottle. 800 μg of DNA (1 μg per 1 million cells) was diluted in 6 ml 

of PBS. DNA consisted of three plasmids: 88% of DNA was expression plasmid 
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pTW5sec_mB7-H6_2 and the rest were plasmids expressing cell cycle regulatory proteins, 

pTW5sec_p27 (10%) and pTW5sec_aFGF (2%). DNA in PBS solution was filtered through 

0.22 μm filter into the flask with cells. Subsequently, linear 25 kDa polyethyleneimine (lPEI) 

was added to reach the DNA:lPEI w/w ratio 1:3. Cells were incubated on shaker for 4 hours 

at 37 °C and afterwards, 1.6 ml of 0.5 M valproic acid and ExCELL293 medium up to 400 ml 

were added. Cells were harvested after seven days of production. 

4.3. Protein purification 

4.3.1. Centrifugation and filtration 

As recombinant proteins were produced with signal sequence causing them to be secreted 

from the cells, after production firstly the conditioned cultivation medium was separated 

from the cells. HEK293 cultures were centrifuged 1 hour at 3900 x g and 20 °C. Supernatant 

was filtered through 0.22 μm filter and diluted with PBS buffer by a factor of two.  

4.3.2. Metal chelate affinity chromatography  

Recombinant proteins were produced with a histidine tag, therefore enabling the proteins to 

be purified by metal chelate affinity chromatography. For purification, two 5 ml HiTrap 

TALON columns connected to FPLC system were used. These columns were stored in 

20% ethanol and equilibrated by PBS prior to protein purification. After washing, diluted 

medium was loaded onto the column and the column was washed by PBS afterwards. For 

elution, PBS with 250mM imidazole was used and eluted protein was pooled. 

4.3.3. Protein concentrating 

For protein concentrating, Amicon Ultra (MWCO 10,000) concentrators were used. 

Concentrators were filled by protein solution and centrifuged at 3900 x g at 20 °C until the 

volume decreased to 0.5 ml. This step was repeated until the whole protein solution was 

concentrated in the concentrator. Finally, protein solution was concentrated to 200 - 250 μl. 

The solution was transferred into a microtube which was centrifuged for 5 minutes at 

30000 x g and 20 °C. 
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4.3.4. Size exclusion chromatography 

Superdex 200 Increase or Superdex 200 column connected to HPLC system were stored in 

20% ethanol. Prior to purification, the column was equilibrated by mobile phase. 

Additionally, 1 ml sample injection loop was washed by mobile phase and the centrifuged 

sample was injected on the column. The sample was separated on the column and the 

fractions were collected automatically. 

4.4. Protein characterization 

4.4.1. Protein concentration measurement 

Concentration of proteins was measured by UV light absorption using DeNovix Ds-11+ 

spectrophotometer. Protein molar extinction coefficient and molecular weight were 

calculated from amino-acid sequence using ProtParam tool on ExPASy server [51] . Using 

these values protein concentration was calculated from the absorbance measured at 

280 nm. 

4.4.2. SDS-PAGE 

For the purity and homogeneity validation of the 

sample, twice 5 μl of each fraction was used for 

sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Both running and 

stacking gel were prepared by mixing water, 

30% AA, 1.5 M Tris buffer (pH 8.8 and 6.8, 

respectively), 10% SDS, TEMED and 10% APS 

(Tab. 4). First, the running gel was mixed and 

after polymerization, the stacking gel was added on top of it. Into the stacking gel, the 

sample comb was inserted to create the wells. Polymerized gels were placed in the 

electrophoresis chamber.  

The samples were prepared in duplicate - with non-reducing and with reducing sample 

buffer. 5 μl of the sample was mixed with 2 μl of 5x sample buffer and 3 μl of water. The 

Table 4: Volumes of components of one 

15% PAGE. APS was added as last to prevent 

precocious polymerization. Tris buffer pH was 

8.8 for running gel and 6.8 for stacking gel. 

Gel component Running gel Stacking gel

H2O 0.92 ml 0.7 ml

30% AA 2.0 ml 0.25 ml

1.5M Tris buffer 1.0 ml 0.12 ml

10% SDS 40 µl 10 µl

TEMED 40 µl 10 µl

APS 1.75 µl 1.5 µl
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samples were boiled for 5 minutes in water bath, centrifuged and loaded into the wells of 

polyacrylamide gel. Eventually, a protein standard was loaded into one well.  

Electrophoresis ran for 70 minutes at 220 V. At the end, the gels were stained by staining 

solution (at least 20 min) and unstained by destaining solution (60 min twice). Gels were 

digitalized by scanning. 

4.4.3. Deglycosylation 

Deglycosylation was used to prepare deglycosylated proteins for further measurements and 

for their characterization in combination with SDS-PAGE. For deglycosylation of native 

NKp30 construct protein, the protein HEPES solution at 1 mg/ml was mixed with 

10x G5 reaction buffer (1:10) and endoglycosidase F1 (EndoF1) was added. The mass ratio of 

protein to EndoF1 was 1:200. In case of mB7-H6_2 construct, no reaction buffer was added 

and instead glycerol was added to 20%.  

For deglycosylation of denatured protein, small amount of protein (20 μg) was mixed with 

10x GP reaction buffer and boiled for 10 minutes in water bath. Subsequently, 

deglycosylation was provided as stated above. Deglycosylation conditions were 2 hours and 

37 °C for NKp30_del and B7-H6_2 and overnight at laboratory temperature for mB7-H6_2. 

For deglycosylation analysis, 5 μl of the sample was loaded onto SDS-PAGE. For purification 

of deglycosylated protein, 100 μl of Glutathione Sepharose 4B was added into the reaction 

tube and incubated on a shaker for 1 hour. Afterwards, the tubes were centrifuged (5 min, 

200 x g, 20 °C) and the supernatant was transferred into clean tubes. This step was repeated. 

Finally, the tubes were centrifuged at 20000 x g (5 min, 20 °C) and the supernatant was 

transferred into a clean tube. 

Glutathione Sepharose resin was regenerated by adding 1 ml of elution buffer for 

Glutathione Sepharose 4B, incubating for 5 min, 20 °C and centrifuging the resin (5 min, 

200 x g, 20 °C). Regenerated resin was stored in 20% ethanol and 4 °C. 

4.4.4. Mass spectrometry 

Protein characterization by mass spectrometry was done by Mgr. Michal Rosůlek, Institute of 

Microbiology of Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic. 
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5 µg of protein sample was diluted 2x by 50mM ethylmorpholine buffer with 10% 

acetonitrile and 0.25 µg of trypsin (pH 8.5). The protein was cleaved by trypsin overnight at 

37 °C. Afterwards, the solvent was evaporated in rotary evaporator and peptides were 

dissolved in 0.5% formic acid with 2.5% acetonitrile. Final concentration of peptides was 

0.05 µg/µl. 

1 µl of peptide solution was injected on Acclaim C18 PepMap 100 column (0.1×20 mm, 

average particle size 5 μM, size of pores 100 Å) connected to HPLC system. Desalting was 

done in three minutes with flow rate 10 ml/min. After three minutes, gradient of mobile 

phases was applied on the column (phase A: 0.1% formic acid with 2% acetonitrile; phase B: 

0.1% formic acid with 98% acetonitrile) with flow rate 0.5 μl/min. Eluted peptides were 

separated on reverse phase analytical column (Acclaim C18 PepMap 100; 0.1×150 mm, 

average particle size 3 μm, pore size 100 Å) at 60 °C. 

The measurement was performed on FT-ICR mass spectrometer Bruker solariX XR 12T in 

positive mode. For data evaluation, DataAnalysis 4.2 and MSLinks softwares were used. 

4.4.5. Differential scanning fluorimetry 

Differential scanning fluorimetry was performed using Sypro Orange stain. Its 5000x stock 

solution was diluted to 50x concentrated solution. The samples were prepared by mixing 4 μl 

of the protein with 10 μl of 2x screen buffer and 1 μl of 50x concentrated Sypro Orange 

stain. Samples were filled by HEPES up to 20 μl. As a blank, sample with no protein was used 

and for comparison, glycosylated and deglycosylated samples with no screen buffers were 

also used. The data were collected on Rotor-Gene 2000 Real-Time Cycler with excitation 

wavelength of 300 nm. Fluorescence was measured at 570 nm. The temperature increased 

stepwise, 0.5 °C each 30 seconds from 25 °C to 95 °C. Measured data were evaluated using 

OriginPro 8. 

4.5. Protein-protein interaction investigation 

4.5.1. Analytical size exclusion chromatography 

First, each protein was injected and separated on Superdex 200 Increase column separately. 

Protein concentration was 20 μM and injection volume 100 μl. Afterwards, equimolarly 
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mixed proteins were incubated for 2 hours at room temperature (100 μl, each 20 μM) and 

separated on the column. Peak shift was observed and analyzed by OriginPro 8. 

4.5.2. Sedimentation analysis 

Sedimentation analysis was provided by Dr. Ondřej Vaněk using analytical ultracentrifuge 

ProteomeLab XL-I using sedimentation velocity experiment. 20 µM protein solutions were 

used for the measurement. Analysis was performed at 48000 RPM and 20 °C using An50-Ti 

rotor. 200 absorbance scans were taken in 4 min interval at 280 nm wavelength. As a 

reference, HEPES buffer was used. Buffer density and viscosity and partial specific volume of 

analyzed proteins were predicted by SENDTERP [52] software and data were analyzed by 

software SEDFIT [53]. 

4.5.3. Cross-linking 

The cross-linking reaction set-up and subsequent MS measurements were done by 

Mgr. Michal Rosůlek. 

For cross-linking reaction, 10 µg of deglycosylated mB7-H6_2 at 20µM concentration was 

mixed with 20µM glycosylated NKp30 at 1:2 molar ratio. 10x and 20x higher amount of 

mixture of deuterated and non-deuterated DSG and DSS was added (DSS and DSG were both 

dissolved in DMSO at 2 µg/µl). After one hour, the samples were boiled in sample buffer and 

loaded on SDS-PAGE. Bands from SDS-PAGE were cut out and unstained in ultrasound water 

bath in 1:1 mixture of 50mM ethylmorpholine buffer and acetonitrile. The solution was 

being changed for a new one until the gels were unstained. Finally the gels were dehydrated 

by 100% acetonitrile, the solution was taken away and gels were dried in rotary evaporator.  

Subsequently the samples were reduced by 20mM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) in 

100mM ethylmorpholine buffer at 70 °C for 3 minutes. TCEP was washed out from the gel by 

50mM ethylmorpholine buffer which was overlaid by 50mM iodacetamide in 100mM 

ethylmorpholine buffer for alkylation. The samples were incubated in darkness for 30 

minutes. Cleavage of the proteins was done by trypsin at 37 °C overnight: the gels were 

overlaid by trypsin dissolved in 50mM ethylmorpholine buffer in 10% acetonitrile in water at 

5 ng/µl concentration. The peptides were alternately washed from gel by 50 µl of 

80% acetonitrile with 0.5% formic acid and 50 µl of 0.5% formic acid (3x). The peptide 
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solution was always transformed into a new tube. Finally, the peptide solutions were dried 

and the peptides were resuspended by 0.5% formic acid to concentration 0.05 mg/ml.  

The measurements and data evaluation were done as described in chapter 4.4.4. 

4.5.4. Isothermal titration microcalorimetry 

MicroCal iTC200 (Malvern) was used for measuring of thermodynamic parameters of 

NKp30/B7-H6 binding. The measurements were done in cooperation with Dr. Tatsiana 

Charnavets. First, control heat was determined by 10 injections of 4 µl of buffer (HEPES) 

from syringe into the same buffer in the cell. For protein binding measurement, 200 µl of 

10µM B7-H6 was used in the cell and 0.5 mM NKp30 (as LBD expression construct) in the 

syringe. Initial injection of 0.4 µl of NKp30 was followed by 19 injections of 2 µl of NKp30. 

Injection duration was 4 s and injection spacing was 150 s. The measurement was done at 

25 °C and the cell solution was stirred at 1000 RPM. The data were evaluated using Origin 

software. 

4.6. Structural analyses 

4.6.1. LC-MS with H/D exchange 

H/D exchange and successive mass spectrometry were performed in cooperation with 

Mgr. Michal Rosůlek. 10 μl of 100 μM protein samples were diluted in 190 μl of heavy water. 

After several time delays, 20 μl of diluted samples were mixed with 40 μl of quenching buffer 

and incubated for 3 minutes on ice. Finally, these samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen. The 

time delays between sample dilution in heavy water and sample quenching were 20 s, 2 min, 

10 min, 30 min, 1 hour and 4 hours. 

Prior to MS measurement, samples were thawed on ice and injected on pepsin and 

nepenthesin protease columns connected in series. Then the peptides were separated by 

reverse phase column. MS spectrum measurement of eluted peptides was performed on 

FT-ICR mass spectrometer Bruker solariX XR 12T in positive mode and DeutEx software was 

used for data evaluation. 
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4.6.2. Electron microscopy 

Electron microscopy (EM) was performed in cooperation with Sami Kereïche,  Institute of 

Cellular Biology and Pathology of First Faculty of Medicine of Charles University. Oligomeric 

fractions of NKp30 were mixed and their concentration was adjusted to 1 mg/ml. 5 μl of 

sample were applied to glow-discharged carbon-coated copper grids containing continuous 

carbon support film. After 1 min, excess solution was removed with filter paper and 5 μl of 

2% uranyl acetate was loaded on the grid. After additional 1 min, excess uranyl acetate was 

removed by filter paper. 

The images were recorded at a final magnification of 500,000 x in Tecnai G2 Sphera 20 

microscope (FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) equipped with a LaB6 cathode and a 2048×2048 Gatan 

Ultrascan 1000 CCD camera (Gatan, Inc, Pleasanton, USA) of a pixel size 14 μm. The 

microscope was operated at the accelerating voltage of 120 kV. 

4.6.3. SAXS 

Synchrotron SAXS data were collected on the European Molecular Biology Laboratory at 

beamline P12 at PETRA III storage ring at the Deutsches Elektronen-Sychrotron DESY 

(Hamburg, Germany). Protein samples were prepared in various concentrations  

(0.6 - 10 mg/ml) in HEPES buffer. The data were normalized to the intensity of transmitted 

beam and the scattering of the buffer was subtracted by PRIMUS software [54]. The 

collected data were evaluated by Dr. Tereza Skálová, Biotechnology Institute, AS CR . 

4.6.4. Protein crystallization and X-ray analysis 

Protein crystallization was performed at the Division of Structural Biology of the Nuffield 

Department of Clinical Medicine at the University of Oxford. Crystallization was done by 

sitting drop method in 400 nl volume (200 nl of protein solution and 200 nl of crystallization 

reagents) using Hydra instrument. First, the robot transferred reagents into the reservoir 

well. Subsequently, reagents from each reservoir were transferred onto every corresponding 

crystallization position. Then, 200 nl of protein solution was added into reservoir drop. 

Finally, the plates were sealed by a transparent foil to prevent evaporation of drops.  
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For initial screening, four commercially available screens (Index, Proplex, PACTpremier, 

Block; prepared in house) were tested for mB7-H6 in complex with two constructs of NKp30 

(eight screens together). Proteins were concentrated up to 10 mg/ml prior to drop set-up. 

For optimization, protein concentration of 6.6 mg/ml was used and protein to crystallization 

reagent was 1:2 (100 nl + 200 nl). The choice of optimization screens was based on initial 

results. All crystallization plates were stored in Formulatrix Storage and Imaging System 

at 21 °C. Diffraction data collection was kindly performed by Dr. Karl Harlos at Diamond Light 

Source synchrotron. Preliminary data analysis was performed by Dr. Tereza Skálová. 
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5. RESULTS 

5.1. B7-H6 production and characterization 

For protein production, constructs cloned in pTW5sec plasmid were used. Preparation of 

these plasmids is described elsewhere [48]. Similarly, production and purification of 

constructs of protein NKp30, termed LBD (Leu19 – Arg130) and NKp30_del (Leu19 – Arg143), 

are described elsewhere [26]. NKp30_del construct consists of three amino acids which are 

not cleaved from secretion signal (ITG) at N-terminus, whole NKp30 extracellular domain, 

two additional amino acids (GT), His-tag consisting of 8 histidines and glycine at C-terminus. 

LBD, in comparison to NKp30_del, does not contain short stalk domain which is C-terminal 

part of extracellular domain of NKp30 (Fig. 7). 

 

Figure 7: NKp30 constructs. N-terminal ITG sequence is followed by ligand-binding domain and short 

13-amino-acid-long stalk domain (which is not contained in LBD construct), GT sequenc e, 
histidine tag (8 histidines) and C-terminal glycine. 

5.1.1. Production and purification of B7-H6_2 

For protein B7-H6, pTW5sec plasmids for two constructs, termed B7-H6_1 (distal Ig domain; 

Asp25 - Val140) and B7-H6_2 (whole extracellular domain; Asp25 - Leu245) were cloned 

previously (Fig. 8, p. 50) [48]. In both cases, extracellular part of B7-H6 is expressed with 

additional amino acids at N-terminus and C-terminus as described for NKp30 constructs. B7-

H6_1 contains N-terminal immunoglobulin domain of B7-H6 and B7-H6_2 contains both 

extracellular immunoglobulin domains. 

ITG GT 
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Figure 8: Sequence of B7-H6 constructs. ITG - terminal amino acid residues from signal sequence, 
N - asparagines with predicted N-glycosylation, C - cysteines forming disulfide bridges, C - odd cysteine, 

H - histidine tag. BLUE amino acids are not part of B7-H6_1 construct. 

Each domain contains one disulfide bridge (C48 - C122 and C163 - C228). Moreover, the 

C-terminal domain contains one odd cysteine.  

Production of both proteins in HEK293 cell line was tested, however, only B7-H6_2 could be 

produced and purified (Fig. 9). Protein yield after purification was 5 mg from 1 l cell culture. 

 

Figure 9: Size exclusion chromatography of B7-H6_2. Protein isolated from 400 ml of cell  culture media using 
metal chelate chromatography was further purified by SEC on Superdex 200 column with yield of 5  mg per l iter 
of media. Small peak (at around 14.5 ml, absorbance under 0.02) indicates possible dimerization of the protein. 

5.1.2. B7-H6_2 characterization 

On the chromatogram from size exclusion chromatography (SEC) (Fig. 9), small peak at lower 

elution volume and high peak at higher elution volume were observed. To evaluate protein 
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purity and homogeneity, SDS-PAGE analysis was performed. In reducing buffer, protein 

appeared as monomer (33 kDa; Fig. 10, right), however, in non-reducing buffer, protein of 

size of a dimer (58 - 72 kDa) of B7-H6_2 in the first two SEC fractions was detected 

(Fig. 10, left). B7-H6 forms two disulfide bridges and has one additional cysteine residue 

which suggests that the protein formed covalent dimer via its odd cysteine residue. 

 

Figure 10: SDS-PAGE analysis of B7-H6_2. First three fractions of B7-H6_2 peak from SEC were taken and 
loaded on 15% SDS-PAGE under non-reducing (left) and reducing (right) condition. Dimers (approx. 66 kDa) are 
visible in first two fractions of B7-H6_2 in non-reducing sample buffer, bu t not in reducing sample buffer, 
where only monomer (approx. 33 kDa) occurs. 

Deglycosylation was performed with and without denaturing buffer and samples were 

loaded on SDS-PAGE, too (Fig. 11, p. 52). Glycosylated sample consists of two major forms 

which suggests that some protein N-glycosylation sites are not always occupied 

(composition of N-linked oligosaccharide moieties is homogeneous due to the cell line used 

for protein expression [24], but glycosylation is not always present at all sites). 

Deglycosylation of native protein led to drop of the protein mass to 26 kDa, as expected for 

deglycosylated B7-H6_2. As mass of one oligosaccharide from HEK293S GnTI- cell line is 
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1217 Da (5x mannose and 2x N-acetylglucosamine), this suggests as much as six 

glycosylation sites at extracellular domain of B7-H6. Six N-glycosylation sites are predicted 

for B7-H6 extracellular domain according to amino-acid sequence [55] and until now, four 

have been confirmed [55]. Deglycosylation in denaturing buffer was not complete, 

presumably because of partial inactivation of EndoF1 under these conditions; therefore 

multiple bands can be seen on the polyacrylamide gel corresponding to individual partially 

deglycosylated protein forms.  

 

Figure 11: Deglycosylation analysis of B7-H6_2. Samples of glycosylated, deglycosylated and protein 

deglycosylated in denaturing environment were resolved on reducing 15% SDS-PAGE gel. After deglycosylation 
the protein mass shifted to expected value of 26 kDa. Deglycosylation in denaturing buffer revealed that 
multiple glycosylation sites of B7-H6 are occupied. 

In agreement, mass spectrometry confirmed that cysteine bridges of B7-H6_2 were not 

linked correctly (according to published structure [15]; not shown). 

Sedimentation analysis was also performed for B7-H6_2 (Fig. 12, p. 53). SEC fraction with the 

highest protein concentration was used and adjusted to 0.5 mg/ml. Majority of the protein 
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behaved as monomer (sedimentation at 2.5 S), but small amount of putative dimer (4 S) and 

tetramer (6.1 S) species were observed, too (Fig. 12). Moreover, f/f0 frictional ratio 

equaled 1.5 which, in agreement with published structure, indicates prolonged shape of the 

molecule. 

 

Figure 12: Sedimentation analysis of B7-H6_2. Protein at 0.5 mg/ml concentration was analyzed by 
sedimentation velocity experiment at 48,000 RPM and 20°C, resultant data were analyzed in Sedfit software 

and are shown as fitted continuous size distribution c(s) of sedimenting species with respect to their 
sedimentation coefficient given in Svedberg units (S). 

5.1.3. Point mutation and cloning of mB7-H6_2 

As B7-H6_2 formed covalent dimers, point mutation of odd cysteine by OE-PCR was 

performed. The odd cysteine was identified as C212 according to published structure  

(PID 3PV6; Fig. 13). 

 

Figure 13: Cysteines in B7-H6. Structure of B7-H6 extracellular domain (PID 3PV6) with highlighted disulfide 

bonds (yellow) and odd cysteine 212 (orange). B7-H6_2 formed covalent dimer, therefore point mutation 
C212S was performed. 

CC222288  

CC112211  

C212 

CC116633  

CC114488  
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Cysteine 212 was exchanged for serine (mutation C212S; Fig. 14) and product of OE-PCR was 

cloned into pTW5sec vector, resulting in pTW5sec_mB7-H6_2 which encoded protein 

construct termed mB7-H6_2. 

 

Figure 14: Point mutation C212S. Mutation was verified by DNA sequencing. 

5.1.4. Production and purification of mB7-H6_2 

mB7H6_2 was produced in HEK293 cell line and purified as stated in chapter 4.3. 

Surprisingly, introduced point mutation rapidly increased protein yield up to 47 mg per 1 l of 

cell culture medium (Fig. 15). 

 

Figure 15: Size exclusion chromatography of mB7-H6_2. Comparison of SEC chromatograms of wild-type 
B7-H6_2 (red) and mB7-H6_2 (blue). Proteins isolated from 400 ml of cell  culture media using metal chelate 
chromatography were further purified by SEC on Superdex 200 column. Point mutation C212S led to almost 

ten-fold increase in yield, up to 47 mg per 1 l  of cell  culture medium  
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5.1.5. Characterization of mB7-H6_2 

Purity and homogeneity of mB7-H6_2 fractions from SEC were investigated by SDS-PAGE. 

Compared to B7-H6_2, mB7-H6_2 is more homogenous and does not form covalent dimers. 

Deglycosylation of mB7-H6_2 leads preferentially to complete deglycosylation of the protein 

with only minor presence of partially glycosylated proteins (Fig. 16). 

 

Figure 16: Deglycosylation of mB7-H6_2. 15% SDS-PAGE of deglycosylated (left) and glycosylated non-reduced 
(middle) and glycosylated reduced mB7-H6_2, fractions 4 - 7 from SEC. Mass of the protein after 
deglycosylation shifted to expected value of 26 kDa. Protein dimers are not observed in non-reduced state. 

Standard – molecular weight standards in kDa. 

For mass spectrometry analysis of disulfide bonds and occupancy of predicted glycosylation 

sites, deglycosylated mB7-H6 was used. Deglycosylation by endoglycosidase F1 leaves one 

reminiscent N-acetylglucosamine on the glycosylation site, therefore the deglycosylated 

protein can be used for such analysis. The sequence coverage was 79%. The correct 

conformation of disulfide bonds was confirmed and five occupied glycosylation sites were 

detected. The sixth glycosylation site at Asn242 could not be observed because the last 

15 amino acids were not covered by any detected peptide. 
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5.1.6. Differential scanning fluorimetry 

Deglycosylation of mB7-H6_2 in standard buffer condition led to its precipitation. Therefore, 

better buffer conditions for deglycosylation and storage of protein were sought by 

differential scanning fluorimetry. 25 various conditions were screened (Fig. 17) and protein 

melting points were analyzed. 

 

Figure 17: Melting curves of mB7-H6_2 with different reagents. Specific reagents are stated in legend; Arg –
 L-arginine, Gln – L-glutamine, Glc – glucose, Sac – saccharose. HEPES buffer was used as a control (its signal is 

not rising with increasing temperature).  

Melting points can be extrapolated by finding inflection point of sigmoid melting curves in 

the previous graph (Fig. 17). By depicting the data as negative derivative of relative 

fluorescence (- d(RT)/T) the melting points correspond to minima of melting curves (Fig. 18). 

 

Figure 18: Negative derivation of relative fluorescence (- d(RF)/T) dependence on temperature. Minima 
correspond to the melting points. Highest melting point was detected for 0.5M saccharose (56  °C). Specific 
reagents are stated in legend; Arg – L-arginine, Gln – L-glutamine, Glc – glucose, Sac – saccharose. 
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The highest melting point was recorded for 0.5M saccharose (56 °C; Fig. 19), however 20% 

glycerol (melting point 54 °C) was chosen for deglycosylation and storage at low 

temperatures (-20 °C). Furthermore, no buffer for deglycosylation (pH 5.5) was added into 

reaction as pH other than neutral destabilizes the protein.  

 

Figure 19: Summary of B7-H6 melting points under various conditions. 25 conditions were examined. 
0.5M saccharose was found to be the most stabilizing agent. pH values other than 7 had destabilizing effects.  

5.1.7. Characterization of NKp30 

Multiple glycoforms of NKp30 can be seen on SDS-PAGE [26], therefore its glycosylation 

pattern was analyzed by mass spectrometry. NKp30_del construct was used for the analysis. 

According to the sequence, three N-glycosylation sites are predicted for NKp30. By direct 

protein mass spectrometry, measured mass of the intact protein was majorly 17671.87 Da 

which suggested the protein has two occupied N-glycosylation sites (Fig. 20, p. 58). Minor 

form with higher mass (three occupied N-glycosylation sites) was also detected, albeit at 

much lower intensities in mass spectrum and it should be at least 10x less abundant in the 

sample. By LC-MS analysis of peptide fragments Asn42 and Asn121 were detected as 100% 

occupied; Asn68 was just partially glycosylated. Glycosylation of Asn42 is mainly important 

for further studies as it has been shown to be crucial for increased NKp30 binding affinity [9].  
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Figure 20: Signals from direct protein mass spectrometry. Peak with observed 1105.44 m/z value corresponds 

to 16x charged protein with two occupied N-glycosylation sites. Intensity of the peak is at 10
8
 order of 

magnitude. Peak with observed 1181.46 m/z value and intensity at 10
2
 corresponds to 16x charged protein 

with three occupied N-glycosylation sites which is less than 10x abundant. 

In MS spectrum, expected glycosylation motif for protein produced in HEK293S 

GnTI- cells [24] was confirmed (Fig. 21, p. 59). The highest signal in the spectrum corresponds 

to peptide with N-linked oligosaccharide composed of 7 monosaccharide units, followed by 

lower fragmentation signals showing gradual loss of masses corresponding to hexose 

(relative molecular mass 162) and N-acetylhexosamine (relative molecular mass 203). 
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Figure 21: Example of MS spectrum of peptide with N-glycosylation. The highest peak with charge 16+ 

corresponds to NKp30 peptide with full  glycosylation (2x N-acetylglucosamine and 5x mannose). Loss of mass in 
other peptides due to fragmentation corresponds to loss of one mannose (relative molecular mass 16 2, which 
is 10.2 on m/z x-axis with charge z=16). Loss of mass of the first peptide (on the left in spectrum) corresponds 
to loss of one N-acetylglucosamine (relative molecular mass 203, which is 12.7 on m/z x -axis with charge z=16). 

Possible oligosaccharide structures of distinct peptides are depicted by symbolic nomenclature of 
monosaccharide representation (green round - mannose, blue square - N-acetylglucosamine). 

5.2. Protein interaction analysis 

5.2.1. Confirmation of protein binding 

First, both NKp30_del and mB7-H6_2 (further B7-H6 only) proteins were mixed (both in 

20μM concentration and 100 μl volume) and loaded on SEC column. By comparison of 

elution volume of the expected protein complex and elution volumes of both individual 

proteins, complex formation was confirmed (Fig. 22, p. 60). 
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Figure 22: NKp30/B7-H6 complex formation analysis. Size exclusion chromatography of NKp30_del (blue), 
mB7-H6_2 (green) and their equimolar mixture (yellow) was performed on Superdex 200 Increase column. 
Peak shift was detected for the mixture of proteins indicating their binding. Excess NKp30 in the chromatogram 

of protein complex can be explained by inaccurate protein concentration measurement. The difference in peak 
height between NKp30 and B7-H6 is caused by their very distinct absorption coefficients. 

By analytical ultracentrifugation, the binding of NKp30 and B7-H6 proteins in 1:1 molar ratio 

was definitely confirmed (Fig. 23, p. 61). Glycosylated NKp30 sedimented predominantly at 

1.7 S (monomer) and marginally at 3.5 S (dimer or trimer species). B7-H6 sedimented 

predominantly at 2.4 S (monomer) and marginally at 4.4 S (dimer). Mixture of the proteins 

sedimented as a complex at 3.1 S and relatively small peak of sedimentation at 1.7 

(monomer of NKp30) was detected. Signal of NKp30 monomer was presumably caused by 

excess of free NKp30 in the mixture due to incorrect protein concentration measurement.  

Finally, the complex binding was detected on SDS-PAGE after cross-linking reaction with DSG 

(disuccinimidyl glutarate) and DSS (disuccinimidyl suberate) (Fig. 24, p. 61). 
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Figure 23: Sedimentation analysis of NKp30/B7-H6 complex formation. Proteins at 20μM concentration were 
analyzed by sedimentation velocity experiment at 48000 RPM a nd 20°C, resultant data were analyzed in Sedfit 
software and are shown as fitted continuous size distribution c(s) of sedimenting species with respect to their 

sedimentation coefficients given in Svedberg units (S); distributions are normalized by area und er the curve. 
Sedimentation coefficient differences between individual NKp30 and B7 -H6 proteins and their mixture prove 
complex formation. Excess NKp30 was detected in the complex sample, similarly to analytical SEC, indicating 
inaccurate NKp30 concentration measurement. 

 

Figure 24: Cross-linking of NKp30/B7-H6 complex. 15% SDS-PAGE of non-cross-linked proteins (controls) and 
NKp30, B7-H6 and their complex cross-linked using DSS and DSG reagents (for details see chapter 4.5.3). NKp30 
is present in multiple glycosylation forms at 16 – 19 kDa. B7-H6 was deglycosylated and two remaining 

glycosylation forms at 29 kDa can be seen. For cross -linked complex, additional band at 45 kDa appears. 
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For cross-linking reaction, glycosylated NKp30 and mB7-H6_2 (which was deglycosylated to 

avoid covering of putative amino acid residues which could react with cross-linking reagents) 

were used. On SDS-PAGE bands around 45 kDa for cross-linked protein complex can be seen. 

Analysis of the MS data from cross-linked proteins resulted in only one identified 

intermolecular cross-link by DSG between N-terminus of NKp30 and lysine 74 of B7-H6 

(Fig. 25). 

 

Figure 25: Visualization of cross-link identified in NKp30/B7-H6 complex. Crystal structure of NKp30/B7-H6 

complex (PID 3PV6) with highlighted distance among Lys74 of B7-H6 and Leu19 of NKp30. Three additional 
amino acids are missing at NKp30 N-terminus in this structure as compared to our NKp30 expression construct. 

Length of DSG molecule is 7.7 Å and the distance between N-terminal Leu19 of NKp30 and 

Lys74 of B7-H6 is 21.8 Å, according to published structure (PID 3PV6). However, N-terminus 

of our NKp30 expression construct has three more amino acids (ITG) and the complex itself 

may be flexible enough to overcome the distance observable in the crystal structure and be 

able to react with DSG at both sites. 

21.8 Å 

Leu19 

Lys74 
B7-H6 

NKp30 
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5.2.2. Complex affinity measurement 

Isothermal titration calorimetry was used to measure affinity of LBD/B7-H6 binding (for 

simplicity, LBD construct of NKp30 that does not form oligomers, was used). Here, only 

preliminary results are presented (Fig. 26). 

 

Figure 26: An example of titration curve  from ITC measurement. 10µM B7-H6 solution in the c ell  was titrated 
by 0.5mM solution of LBD (for details, see chapter 4.5.4). Measured affinity (KD) in this case is 1.8µM 

From the titration curves, affinity of the proteins was calculated as 5.8 µM in average. In 

comparison with other affinity measurements of this complex available from literature, this 

result is comparable with lowest affinities measured for both constructs produced in E. coli 

(2.5 - 3.5 µM) [14] or NKp30 construct produced in E. coli and B7-H6 construct produced in 

Sf9 insect cell line (1.0 µM) [15]. The affinity is one order of magnitude weaker than reported 

in case of proteins produced in HEK293T cell line [22]. 
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5.3. Study of NKp30 oligomerization 

5.3.1. Electron microscopy 

NKp30 oligomers were imaged by negative stain electron microscopy with glow 

discharge (Fig. 27). As representative sample of oligomers, various oligomeric fractions from 

size exclusion chromatography of NKp30_del construct were joined into one sample and 

concentration of the sample was adjusted to 1 mg/ml. 

 

Figure 27: Electron microscopy images of NKp30 oligomers. Particles of various sizes can be seen on the 

images, with the largest form having diameter about 15 nm (some of them highlighted by red squares). Pooled 
oligomeric fractions from SEC of NKp30_del construct were used. 

On the EM images, particles of various sizes can be seen which can be caused by dynamic 

equilibrium of several oligomer types of NKp30_del construct. Predominant particles have 

diameter about 15 nm which is in agreement with published data [23]. In comparison, 

average diameter of NKp30 extracellular domain is approx. 4.2 nm, according to the 

published structure (PID 3PV6). 

5.3.2. Small-angle X-ray scattering 

Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) was measured for both NKp30 constructs: dimeric 

fraction of LBD (Fig. 28 and 29, p. 65) and oligomeric fraction of NKp30_del (Fig. 30, p. 66) at 

various protein concentrations. In both cases, envelope shape has been shown to be 

dependent on the protein concentration which is in agreement with our previous 

studies [26]. 
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Figure 28: SAXS envelopes for  LBD at various concentrations. The size of the LBD envelope rises with 
increasing concentration of the protein. Size of lower concentration envelopes agrees with size of two LBD 
molecules. 

Asymmetric unit of published LBD structure (PID 3NOI) and our structure of LBD dimer (see 

next chapter), which is similar to published LBD dimer (PID 3NOI), were fitted into the SAXS 

envelope from LBD sample at concentration 0.6 mg/ml in Chimera software (Fig. 29). 

 

Figure 29: SAXS envelope for LBD with two fitted LBD molecules. Size of the LBD envelope correlates with size 
of two LBD molecules. (A) Fit of asymmetric unit of published structure of dimeric NKp30 (PID 3NOI) into the 

envelope of LBD at concentration 0.6 mg/ml. (B) Fit of dimer from our structure (which is similar to published 
structure, see chapter 5.4) into the envelope of LBD concentration 0.6 mg/ml. 
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The models were fitted using Chimera software with assumption of two-fold rotation 

symmetry of the dimer. The fit was evaluated by Crysol software [56]. Surprisingly, 

asymmetric unit of LBD from PID 3NOI structure fits into the SAXS envelope better 

(chi-square value 1.24) than LBD dimer observed within our crystal structure (chi-square 

value 1.40; see chapter 5.4). 

For NKp30_del construct, data collected at low protein concentration (0.4 and 1.0 mg/ml) 

had non-linear Guinier plot and thus low quality. The model was generated for the samples 

at 2.4, 5.0 and 9.7 mg/ml. For 9.7 mg/ml sample, average of 20 models with random input 

parameters resulted in small ball-shaped envelope which suggest that these data are not 

reproducible. For the samples with other concentration, the model resulted in 

paraglide-shaped envelope (Fig. 30). The model at 2.4 mg/ml is more credible as the whole 

protein mass calculation resulted in almost same molecular mass of approx. 90 kDa. Clearly, 

the longer NKp30 construct tends to form much larger oligomeric species than shorter LBD.  

 

Figure 30: SAXS envelopes of NKp30_del at 2.4 mg/ml (left) and 5 mg/ml (right). For size comparison, one 

NKp30_del molecule is visualized inside the left envelope.  

5.3.3. Mass spectrometry with H/D  

Interaction surface of NKp30 oligomers and possible additional interaction surface of 

NKp30/B7-H6 was investigated using mass spectrometry with H/D exchange. After peptide 

cleavage optimization the sequence coverage reached for LBD and NKp30 was 72% and 75%, 

respectively. Coverage of B7-H6 sequence was 78%. 

To investigate NKp30 oligomers, various forms of the protein were used (Fig. 31, p. 67). 

Glycosylated monomeric fraction of LBD collected from SEC was compared to deglycosylated 
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NKp30 monomer, glycosylated NKp30 monomer and joined fractions  of glycosylated NKp30 

oligomers. 

 

Figure 31: Typical results of H/D exchange of two LBD and NKp30 peptides. Number of exchanged deuteriums 

(Y-axis) in distinct times (X-axis) is compared among glycosylated monomer of LBD (LBD-glyko), deglycosylated 
NKp30 (NKp30-deglyko), glycosylated monomer of NKp30 (NKp30-mono) and glycosylated oligomers of NKp30 
(NKp30-oligo). No significant changes in deuteration between the samples were detected in most of the 
peptides. Peptide numbering is correlated to construct sequence. Numbers assign the peptide segment and 

numbers in brackets assign its charge state. 

The recorded differences of deuteration of distinct forms of NKp30 were small or none.  

To investigate NKp30/B7-H6 complex interface and influence of different NKp30 forms on it, 

several samples were compared: B7-H6 protein alone, B7-H6 mixed with deglycosylated 

NKp30, glycosylated monomeric fraction of NKp30 and oligomeric fraction of NKp30 

(Fig. 32). 

 

 

Figure 32: Typical results of H/D exchange of two B7-H6 peptides. Number of exchanged deuteriums (Y-axis) 
in distinct times (X-axis) of single B7-H6 molecule is compared to equimolar mixture of B7-H6 with 
deglycosylated NKp30 (B7-H6-NKp30-deglyko), with glycosylated monomer of NKp30 (B7-H6-NKp30-mono) and 
with glycosylated oligomers of NKp30 (B7-H6-NKp30-oligo). Again, no significant changes in deuteration 

between the samples were detected in most of the peptides. Peptide numbering is correlated to construct 
sequence. Numbers assign the peptide segment and numbers in brackets assign its charge state. 
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Again, no significant differences in numbers of H/D exchanges were recorded. Overall, not 

only differences in deuteration of different samples but also deuteration itself was very 

small, therefore no conclusion can be made based on these results.  

5.4. Crystallography results 

Four random optimization screens with LBD/B7-H6 and NKp30_del/B7-H6 mixtures were set 

up to further investigate the structural basis of glycosylation and oligomerization role in the 

protein complex. Few crystals from LBD/B7-H6 mixture grew after 3 - 4 weeks (Fig. 33). 
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Figure 33: Pictures of four drops from initial screening with grown crystals. All crystals grew from protein 
mixture of LBD and B7-H6. Diffraction of the crystal from drop in panel 1 was tested; however, the resolution 
was too low. Size measure is not provided by the imaging system; the total drop volume was 400 nl. 

In most of the drops of NKp30_del/B7-H6 only precipitation occurred and no crystal was 

observed. Diffraction data were measured for one of the crystals (Fig. 33, No. 1), however, 

their resolution was too low. Based on the information from initial screening, six 

optimization screens were designed with helpful advises by Dr. Yuguang Zhao. Concentration 

of the protein was decreased to 6.6 mg/ml and the protein to crystallization reagents ratio 

was changed to 1:2. 

The first optimization screen was gradient screen, screening for pH (4.5 - 7) and PEG 6000 

concentration (5% - 10%). The same gradient was used for the second optimization screen 
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but random additives were added. The third optimization plate was set up with the same 

gradient screen again but the drops were seeded by crystals from initial screen 

(Fig. 33, p. 68, No. 4). For the fourth screen, Proplex matrix was used (as in the initial screen), 

but the drops were seeded by the same crystals again. For last two optimization screens, 

1:1 protein:reagents ratio was used with protein concentration 10 mg/ml. The fifth 

optimization screen was gradient screen with 0.1M sodium citrate, screening for PEG 6000 

concentration (5 - 15%) and pH (4.5 - 7). The same gradient was screened in the sixth 

optimization screen with additional seeding. 

Increased number of crystals grew in the drops of optimizations screens and for few of them 

diffraction data were collected again. The best diffraction data were collected from crystal 

grown in the condition of the sixth optimization screen (Fig. 34). The condition was 0.1M 

sodium citrate, 11.7% PEG 6000, pH 6.7 and the drop was seeded by previously gained 

protein crystal needles. Diffraction resolution was 3.4 Å. 

 

Figure 34: Crystals of LBD/B7-H6 complex. Protein solution (10 mg/ml) was mixed with precipitant (0.1M 

sodium citrate, 11.7% PEG 6000, pH 6.7) in 1:1 ratio (200 nl + 200 nl) and the drops were seeded by previously 
grown protein crystal needles. Di ffraction data were collected to 3.4 Å resolution. 

Structure of the complex was solved by molecular replacement using previously solved 

NKp30/B7-H6 structure (PID 3PV6) and preliminary structural model was built. An 

asymmetric unit of the crystal contains two molecules of LBD and three molecules of B7-H6 

(Fig. 35, p. 70). The arrangement of molecules in the crystal is different compared to the 
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arrangement of molecules in the published structure of the complex (PID 3PV6). For further 

description purpose, molecules in asymmetric unit are termed B7-H6_A, B7-H6_B, B7-H6_C, 

LBD_A and LBD_B, as shown in figure 35 below. 

 

Figure 35: Asymmetric unit of crystal structure of LBD/B7-H6 complex. In asymmetric unit, three molecules of 

B7-H6 (termed B7-H6_A, B7-H6_B and B7-H6_C) and two molecules of LBD (termed LBD_A and LBD_B) are 
visible. The arrangement of molecules in the crystal is different than the arrangement in the published 
structure of the complex (PID 3PV6). 

When other asymmetric units are viewed in the crystal, the dimer of two complexes of 

LBD/B7-H6 (LBD_A/B7-H6_A and LBD_B/B7-H6_B) is revealed (Fig. 36, p. 71). Similar dimer 

was already observed in the crystal structure of NKp30 (PID 3NOI) but not in the crystal 

structure of NKp30/B7-H6 dimer. 
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Figure 36: Dimer of NKp30/B7-H6 complex. A dimer of two LBD/B7-H6 complexes is observable in the 
structure. Dimer of LBD is similar to published structure (PID 3NOI). Both pairs of molecules bind to each other  
almost identically and when compared to published structure of the complex (PID 3PV6), the binding mode of 

the proteins is also very similar. 

The dimer of LBD has 2-fold rotation symmetry about an axis perpendicular to the plane of 

incidence (rotation by an angle of 180 °, as visualized in Fig. 37). Noticeably, a glycosylation 

site at Asn42 of one LBD molecule (LBD_A) is located closely to the C-terminal stalk domain 

of the second LBD molecule (LBD_B). Glycosylation of this site has been shown to be crucial 

for NKp30/B7-H6 complex binding previously [22]. Interestingly, only one of the LBD 

molecules (LBD-A) has electron density which indicates presence of glycosylation. 

 

Figure 37: Putative non-covalent dimer of LBD. The dimer has two-fold rotation symmetry. Glycosylation site 
at Asn42 of LBD_A is close to C-terminal stalk domain of LBD_B. Electron densities at two glycosylation sites 
(Asn42 and Asn121) are observable for LBD_A but not for LBD_B. 
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In the electron density map of LBD_A, two electron densities corresponding to one 

monosaccharide unit are visible at glycosylation sites Asn42 and Asn121 (Fig.  38). Occupancy 

of these glycosylation sites is in agreement with mass spectrometry data (chapter 5.1.7). The 

rest of the oligosaccharides is not visible due to their flexibility or structure low resolution.  

Figure 38: Glycosylation in electron density of LBD_A. Green color indicates presence of so far unmodeled 
electron density, in this case corresponding to one monosaccharide unit visible at glycosylation site Asn42 (left) 
and Asn121 (right). Glycosylation at Asn42 is in proximity of LBD_A dimeric partner LBD_B and glycosylation at 
Asn121 is in proximity of B7-H6_B. 

For comparison, the putative non-covalent dimer of LBD from present crystal structure was 

aligned to the structure of published LBD dimer (PID 3NOI; Fig. 39). 

 

Figure 39: Alignment of LBD dimers. The dimer has two-fold rotation symmetry. Glycosylation site at Asn42 of 

LBD_A is close to C-terminal stalk domain of LBD_B. 
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In the published structure of NKp30 dimer (PID 3NOI), only one additional amino acid 

(Gln130) is visible compared to our structure. The dimers are visibly similar with the same 

two-fold rotation symmetry, however, the molecules of dimer in the published structure are 

more distant and the dimer is present in a more open form, while in the LBD dimer of 

LBD/B7-H6 complex the two LBD molecules are in comparably closer formation. 

In the present crystal structure, one LBD molecule makes contact with two B7-H6 molecules. 

One of the B7-H6 molecules binds LBD with similar spatial arrangement as in already 

published complex structure (PID 3PV6; i. e. LBD_A/B7-H6_A in Fig. 40A), however, the other 

B7-H6 molecule makes contact with the same LBD molecule (e. g. LBD_A/B7-H6_B) near 

Asn121 of LBD, which has been shown to be crucial for the binding (Fig. 40B) [22]. 

 

Figure 40: (A) Alignment of NKp30/B7-H6 complexes. LBD molecule was aligned to NKp30 of published 
structure (PID 3PV6). Small differences in B7-H6 orientation, mainly of C-terminal Ig domain, are visible. 
(B) Glycosylation sites of LBD. LBD_A is glycosylated at Asn42 and Asn121 which are close to LBD_A and B7-

H6_B, respectively.  
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6. DISCUSSION 

The essential part of this work was the preparation of stable and soluble extracellular part of 

B7-H6 protein. This was first achieved by transient transfection of HEK293 cells using 

expression construct with wild-type B7-H6 sequence. However, further analysis showed that 

the protein was inhomogeneous and created covalent dimer due to its odd cysteine C212. In 

agreement, this cysteine is located on the molecule’s surface and is therefore able to react 

and create additional disulfide bonds with other cysteine residues. Such heterogeneity 

would presumably prevent protein crystallization which requires very homogeneous 

samples, therefore a point mutation C212S was introduced. Serine was chosen because of its 

side chain similarity to cysteine. The production of the mutated form of B7-H6 led to tenfold 

increase of its production. The explanation of this phenomenon can lie in lowered energy 

consumption of HEK cells, which would otherwise spend the energy for eliminating of 

improperly folded protein and production of chaperons and other protein production 

stabilizing agents. Further analysis of mutated B7-H6 by mass spectrometry showed 

expected configuration of disulfide bridges. 

Moreover, at least five out of six glycosylation sites were found to be occupied. Presence of 

different glycoforms can prevent crystal growth or cause low quality of diffraction data due 

to flexibility of oligosaccharide chains. Therefore, deglycosylated B7-H6 was used for 

crystallization of the complex. Unluckily, deglycosylation under standard condition led to 

protein precipitation, therefore differential scanning fluorimetry was performed and 

stabilizing conditions for deglycosylation reaction and protein s torage were found. 

Basic protein characterization was also performed for NKp30. Correct connection of a 

disulfide bridge was confirmed and occupancy of glycosylation sites was investigated. Two 

glycosylation sites were occupied in majority of the protein sample. These sites were Asn42 

and Asn121. This information was important for further studies of NKp30 ligand binding and 

oligomerization, since oligomerization was found to be dependent on glycosylation [26] and 

above all, glycosylation of Asn42 was shown to have a major impact on ligand binding. 

Binding of both proteins was confirmed by several methods, all of them suggesting strong 

binding affinity of the complex. Precise affinity measurement was performed by isothermal 
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titration calorimetry. Measured affinity was 5.8 µM which is similar to the measurements 

found in literature where non-glycosylated NKp30 construct was used. Therefore the result 

comes as rather surprising since we expected higher affinity for glycosylated NKp30. This 

discrepancy between the result and the expectation may be caused by different affinity 

measurement methods used (SPR vs. ITC). Comparison of affinities of various NKp30 variants 

will shed more light on the interpretation of this result. 

Oligomerization of NKp30 was also observed by several approaches. Small angle X-ray 

scattering data showed major difference between size of LBD particles and NKp30_del 

particles which also corresponds to curve profile of size exclusion chromatography of these 

proteins (Fig. 41) and their sedimentation analysis which was done previously in our 

laboratory [26]. Moreover, the envelope size was shown to be dependent on the sample 

concentration which is supported by our previous studies [26] which show that there is 

dynamic equilibrium among all oligomeric forms of NKp30.  

 

Figure 41: Comparison of SEC and SAXS of NKp30 constructs. Curve profiles of LBD (left) and NKp30 (right) 
from SEC correspond to the envelope size measured by SAXS. The size of LBD envelope (left) corresponds to 
LBD dimer whereas NKp30 envelope (right) is much larger and can possibly point out the shape of its oligomer.  
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The oligomers were also observed by electron microscopy (Fig. 42, left). The size of the 

particles and also their shape are similar to the particles observed previously (Fig.  42, 

right) [23]. However, based on the particle size, there seem to be more oligomeric forms in 

our EM image compared to the EM image published previously [23]. The NKp30 constructs 

are identical in amino acid sequence; nevertheless they differ in the glycosylation type. Our 

construct was produced in HEK293S GnTI- cell line which provides homogeneous 

glycosylation with seven monosaccharide units, while the construct in published paper was 

produced in Sf9 insect cell line [23] which provide also homogeneous glycosylation of similar 

size, yet different due to fucosylation of core N-acetylglucosamine. This difference could 

contribute to different shift in equilibrium among monomer and various types of NKp30 

oligomers thus changing the result of electron microscopy imaging. On the other hand, 

previously published EM figures have clearly better resolution, probably due to better 

sample processing in cryo-EM measurement set-up. 

 

Figure 42: Electron microscopy images of NKp30. Comparison of previously published EM image [23] of NKp30 

extracellular domain (right) and EM image obtained in this work (left). NKp30 constructs used are identical; 
however they differ in glycosylation type and Asn68 glycosylation site occupancy 

We hoped to get more structural information by H/D exchange in combination with mass 

spectrometry. However, only low number of hydrogens was swapped with deuterium which 

calls for optimization of experimental set-up. Also it is possible that the concentration of the 

proteins was too low to measure significant differences between monomeric and oligomeric 

fractions of LBD or NKp30 (and similarly for binding of B7-H6, too). 
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Both electron microscopy and H/D exchange measurements could be improved by 

combining them with cross-linking. Although only one cross-link was detected between 

NKp30 and B7-H6 (chapter 5.2.1), some other sites of NKp30 were occupied by cross-linking 

reagents. Therefore, to study NKp30 oligomerization cross-linking could be performed at 

higher concentration and ideally, the change of ratio of NKp30 oligomers with change of 

concentration due to dynamic equilibrium would be suppressed and distinct cross-linked 

NKp30 oligomeric forms could be isolated by SEC and become a subject of further 

investigation by electron microscopy and H/D exchange, too.  

The major contribution of this work reside in solution of the crystal structure of glycosylated 

LBD/B7H6 complex, though the model and its refinement are just preliminary. Although the 

structures of NKp30 alone [14] and in complex with B7-H6 [15] have already been solved, 

they did not explain the role of the oligomerization or glycosylation in B7-H6 binding. In the 

structure of NKp30, the dimeric structure of the protein is visible, however it is not clear 

whether the dimer is disrupted by B7-H6 binding or is stable upon binding, too. The 

published structure of the complex shows the interaction interface but the NKp30 dimer is 

not visible in the structure. Moreover, the NKp30 constructs used for the X-ray structural 

analysis were always produced in bacteria and thus possessed no glycosylation [14, 15]. 

Herein we present the first structure of NKp30/B7-H6 complex with visible dimer of NKp30. 

The dimer possesses the same two-fold symmetry as the published dimer of NKp30 

(PID 3NOI), though slight differences can be seen (Fig. 43, p. 78). The major difference is that 

in the published structure of NKp30 dimer, the two molecules are in more open orientation 

towards each other, whilst NKp30 dimer with bound B7-H6 possesses closer conformation. 

This effect could be a result of conformational changes of NKp30 upon B7-H6 binding. 
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Figure 43: NKp30 dimer alignment. The structural differences between published and recently solved structure 
may be result of NKp30 conformational change upon B7-H6 binding. 

Moreover, in comparison to published structure of NKp30/B7-H6 complex (PID 3PV6), one 

more B7-H6 molecule (two together) is in contact with NKp30 in our structure. The first 

NKp30/B7-H6 complex (previously termed as LBD_A and B7-H6_A) has similar orientation 

and binding interface as in already published structure (PID 3PV6) and major difference lies 

in B7-H6 C-terminal Ig domain orientation. There is no interaction between N- and 

C-terminal Ig domain of B7-H6, therefore this structural difference could be an effect and 

also a preliminary evidence of the C-terminal domain flexibility. The interface between 

second B7-H6 (B7-H6_B) and NKp30 (LBD_A) is very small, which suggest that this is rather a 

crystallographic contact with no biological relevance. Yet it is interesting that this contact is 

in close proximity to Asn121 of LBD, glycosylation of which has been previously shown to 

improve B7-H6 binding. While this might suggest biological relevance of this protein-protein 

interaction, such arrangement is probably impossible in the intercellular space (Fig. 44, p. 79; 

Fig. 45, p. 80). If the NKp30 molecules created dimer on the cell surface and both of the 

molecules in dimer bound two molecules of B7-H6, it would be sterically impossible for 

NKp30 to be attached onto the cell surface, even though 12 additional amino acids which 

correspond to NKp30 stalk domain are missing in the structure. However; it would be 
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beneficial to perform NKp30 point mutation at this interaction site to confirm or disprove 

the relevance of this contact. 

 

Figure 44: Asymmetric model of NKp30/B7-H6 molecular arrangement in intracellular space. The binding of 

B7-H6_B to LBD_A presumably does not have any biological relevance as with this arrangement, the second 
LBD molecule (LBD-B in this case) could not bind B7-H6 (B7-H6_B) at the same interaction interface as 
LBD_A/B7-H6_A and no dimer-dimer structure could be formed. C-termini of all  proteins are shown in red. 
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Figure 45: Suggested model of NKp30/B7-H6 molecular arrangement in intracellular space. In this case, each 
LBD molecule binds B7-H6 at the same interaction interface creating symmetric dimer-dimer structure. 
Interestingly, this type of interaction would probably bring membranes of both c ells in close proximity which in 
turn might be relevant for mechanism of signal transduction and/or NK cell  activation. C-termini of all  proteins 

are shown in red. 

For further research, it would be interesting to obtain crystal structure of NKp30/B7-H6 with 

NKp30 stalk domain, which is present just in proximity of glycosylation site Asn42 of the 

dimeric partner NKp30 molecule. For this purpose, the suggested follow-up is optimization 

of NKp30 storage buffer condition and crystallization of the complex using seeding with 

grown LBD/B7-H6 crystals. Also crystallization of the present LBD/B7-H6 complex could be 

optimized yet (sample homogeneity, protein ratio, crystallization reagents) to obtain 

structure with higher resolution with visible electron densities of whole N-linked 

oligosaccharide chains. Apart f rom that the ultimate goal of this project will be to put 

observations obtained on molecular level with individual solubilized proteins into cellular 

context and eventually, to observe and study NKp30 oligomerization and its ligand binding 

on living cells. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

 Extracellular portion of membrane protein B7-H6 (construct B7-H6_2, D25 - L245) 

was expressed in HEK293 cell line and purified. 

 Protein characterization discovered incorrect disulfide bridge formation.  

 Mutated form of B7-H6_2 (C212S, termed mB7H6_2) was expressed in HEK293 cell 

line and purified. 

 Correct disulfide bridges formation was confirmed and occupancy of glycosylation 

sites was characterized. 

 Conditions of B7-H6 deglycosylation were optimized. 

 Binding of NKp30 and LBD to B7-H6 was confirmed and preliminary results of affinity 

measurement were obtained. 

 Oligomers of NKp30 were observed by multiple techniques. 

 Complex of glycosylated LBD and deglycosylated B7-H6 was crystallized and 

diffraction data were collected to 3.4 Å resolution. 

 Preliminary crystal structure of the LBD/B7-H6 complex was solved.  
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